ESSAY

CIS-WOMAN-PROTECTIVE ARGUMENTS

Chan Tov McNamarah*

It has become common to oppose the equal citizenship of transgender persons by appealing to the welfare of cisgender women and girls. Such Cis-Woman-Protective (CWP) arguments have driven exclusionary efforts in an array of contexts, including restrooms, sports, college admissions, and antidiscrimination law coverage. Remarkably, however, this unique brand of anti-trans contentions has largely escaped being historicized, linked together, or subjected to extended analytical scrutiny as a group.

This Essay provides those missing pieces.

First, it situates CWP arguments within the longer history of woman-protective justifications in American law. Taking their well-known harms to women, alongside their use in lending legitimacy to discrimination against racial and religious minorities, forcefully demonstrates that the rationales’ current use against transgender persons warrants closer inspection.

Second, the Essay canvasses recent CWP arguments to document the line of thought. Reading the heretofore-uncollected allegations reveals a far-reaching cluster of contentions, whose members bear striking family resemblances to, and inherit the disfigurements of, their historical priors.

Third, casting unsparing light on the claims, the Essay demonstrates that CWP arguments overwhelmingly fail to deliver. Structurally, the arguments’ moves are questionable, at best. Substantively, most fall wide of their mark. And, instrumentally, the arguments backfire completely, since their operationalization harms the very persons they supposedly protect.
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Tallied up, these problems make a strong case that, strategically, CWP arguments are ineffective and deeply flawed—even counterproductive—assuming that protecting cis women and girls is truly the goal. Building on that assessment, the Essay concludes with reasons for healthy skepticism that it actually is. Stripping away the veneer of protectionism begins to expose some less-palatable intentions and effects possibly driving the use of CWP arguments.
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INTRODUCTION

By now, anti-transgender positions premised on the wellbeing and safety of cisgender women and girls have become standard fare. Over the past few years, a social movement of trans-antagonistic,\(^1\) *cis-woman-protective*\(^2\) (CWP) rhetoric has surfaced, and just as swiftly, gained a foothold in public conversation. Consider some recent snapshots.

In 2018, the Women’s March was cast into controversy when multiple participants were accused of engaging in overt transphobia.\(^3\) One marcher’s sign declared: “Trans Women Are Men, Truth *Is Not* Hate,” “Trans Ideology is Misogyny & Homophobia,” and “Woman is *Not* a ‘Feeling’, a Costume, or a Performance of a *Stereotype!* Woman is a Biological Reality! There is *No* ethical or moral duty to LIE to soothe a male EGO.”\(^4\)

In 2019, Donald Trump, Jr., repeatedly accused trans-inclusive athletics policies of “destroy[ing] women’s sports”\(^5\)—a criticism he later doubled-down on and extended, calling trans women athletes “mediocre men . . . compet[ing] in women’s sports.”\(^6\)

---


2. The label is inspired by Marc Spindelman’s extended meditation on the use of shower and locker room imagery in *Harris Funeral Homes* arguments. See Marc Spindelman, *The Shower’s Return: A Serial Essay on the LGBT Title VII Sex Discrimination Cases*, Part III, 81 Ohio State L.J. Online 101, 108 (2020) (describing the arguments as “pro-cis-woman protectionist”). Spindelman’s use is insightful and far-seeing, as it links CWP arguments to a larger family of oppressive justifications, in which women’s interests form the crux. See id. at 110. Building on Spindelman’s foundation, this Essay attempts to lay out the relationship in full.


In 2020, CWP rhetoric thoroughly permeated media coverage of trans issues in the United Kingdom. The British media supported Maya Forstater’s wrongful termination tribunal, following her dismissal for a series of transphobic remarks including amplifying a comparison of using gender-appropriate pronouns with the date-rape drug Rohypnol, and they largely welcomed author J.K. Rowling’s view that transgender equality jeopardizes cis women’s progress.

And, in 2021, within hours of newly elected President Joseph Biden taking office, an executive order designed to enforce the Harris Funeral Homes holding sparked online fervor, causing the hashtag #BidenErasedWomen to trend internationally. Thousands of social media users accused the order, President Biden, and the Biden Administration of “unilaterally imposing trans ideology on a nation with no thought for women’s rights,” “erasing the sex-based rights of women and girls,” and “eviscerat[ing] women’s sports . . . [by placing a] new glass ceiling . . . over girls.”

Though rarely adopting such harsh language, the American legal community has not been immune to this line of thought. In case law, advocacy, and scholarship, this particular brand of trans-antagonistic rhetoric—which is to say, anti-transgender opposition rationalized on account of how transgender rights are thought to affect cisgender women and girls—has increasingly gained currency.


In response to the introduction of so-called “bathroom bills,” arguments premised on women’s safety concerns featured prominently in the hearings of state and local legislative bodies. Likewise, in the lead up to the *Harris Funeral Homes* decision, a steady stream of amicus briefs purporting to advocate on the behalf of cis women urged against pro-trans outcomes, framing them as detrimental to cis women’s rights. At the same time, the Trump Administration’s Housing and Urban Development Secretary, Ben Carson, who previously expressed concern that “big hairy men” would seek to enter women’s shelters disguised as transgender women, proposed a HUD rule that would allow federally funded shelters to deny trans women entry. The list could go on.

Responses have been mixed. One has been to broad-brush these views as “transphobic.” But that reaction is insufficient. Even if accurate, the rejoinder dismisses, rather than evaluates. The validity and soundness of the claims, then, remain unexamined. Of at least equal importance, with that approach, persons who hold and advocate these views are not likely to change them.

Alternatively, several commentators have taken aim at the individual forms of CWP legal argument. As before, however, a piecemeal examination is not enough. Any such atomistic review fails to expose the problematics threading through the arguments at large. On the whole, many CWP arguments are built upon noxious stereotypes. Cisgender women are cast as helpless and in need of protection (most commonly in the form of cisgender male intervention), and trans women are portrayed as deceptive and opportunistic, not to mention animalistic, sexually predacious, and

---

15. See infra section III.A.
16. See infra section II.B.
19. See infra Part III.
inherently dangerous.21 Trans men, by contrast, are disappeared from the arguments altogether, and their identities and autonomy vanished with them.22

Perhaps most troublingly, when considered in unison, CWP legal arguments present a vexing quandary. Inherently, CWP arguments position the relationship between transgender rights and cisgender women’s rights—and legal protections for either group—as acrimonious, if not directly oppositional. By that account, “wins” for transfolk mean “losses” for cisgender women and girls, and vice versa. Also, by that telling, to simultaneously hold feminist and pro-trans views is oxymoronic. Naturally, this last point is particularly concerning for the many persons who would like to support the social and political equality of both cis women and transfolk.

Thus framed, the time is ripe to conduct a closer study as to the origins and soundness of CWP rhetoric as used in legal argument, and this Essay begins that task. This Essay questions growing purchase in ciswoman-protective reasoning as a legal strategy to oppose transgender rights. By interrogating the logic of the CWP arguments marshalled in legislative hearings, case law, filings, and legal scholarship, this Essay will present the case that not only do these arguments come up short, but also that if the goal is truly to protect, support, and advance the interests of cis women and girls, the arguments are actually disadvantageous. In their place, this Essay suggests it is time to take up earlier invitations to more deeply probe the intersections between feminism and transgender legal activism.23

Here is how the discussion will proceed. Parts I and II provide the necessary historical background for understanding the alleged tensions between cis women and the movement for trans equality. As Part I will show, using woman-protective rationales is not a recent development. Uncovering the history of such justifications illuminates how laws and policies rooted in woman-protective rationales have both extensively harmed women themselves and have been used to argue against the progress and equality of minority groups. The contextualization provides ample reason why the modern-day use of woman-protective rationales should give pause.


On that foundation, Part II turns squarely to the use of woman-protective rationales against equality for transgender persons. Section II.A begins with a snapshot of the current prevalence and recent trajectory of CWP rhetoric in legal argument. Section II.B surveys a range of sources to distill and categorize the most frequently raised arguments. Doing so not only allows one to better appreciate the relationships between individual claims, but also forms the basis for the Essay’s subsequent two-part appraisal. Section II.C then reveals the connections between modern CWP arguments and their historical priors. In doing so, it will make legible the harmful stereotypes and oppressive tropes that CWP arguments reanimate and solidify.

Working from the specific to the more general, Parts III and IV present the Essay’s critique. Part III adopts a narrow analytical lens and spotlights CWP arguments’ deficiencies on their own terms. It walks through the logic of each line of argument to show that many lack the necessary supporting evidence to work, are explanatorily weak, or are just plainly unsound.

Part IV then considers the arguments’ shortcomings from a wider perspective, following the arguments to their logical end points to surface some problems of application. It will show that CWP arguments are further flawed and, in fact, actually undercut cis women’s protection by relying on methods that injure cis women and girls.

Tallying up these problems, CWP arguments appear deeply flawed—if not detrimental—at least, if the aim of protecting cis women and girls is true. Building on that assessment, the Essay concludes with a final conjecture: Like many of the justifications of the past, in both intention and effect, CWP arguments are primarily pretextual. Stripping away the veneer of protectionism begins to expose the patriarchal motivations driving their current popularity.

By engaging with CWP rhetoric, this Essay has two larger ambitions worth outlining at the start. The first is theoretical, speaking to an important insight on the nature of discrimination: It repeats and evolves across identities.24 These cross-identity transmissions and the associated evolutionary innovations, which this Essay collectively labels discrimination intergroup spillover, mean that discrimination (or its components) originating in one context or deployed against one population adapts to emerge in new contexts. Because of this dynamic, the author’s previous works concluded a central task of antidiscrimination efforts must be to “uncover and understand hitherto hidden patterns between forms of oppression.”25 In the Parts that follow, this Essay underscores and expands that thesis, by

25. Id. at 2322.
juxtaposing how woman-protective arguments mobilized in the past have found a ready home in the present debate over trans equality.

The second is practical. It is to help prepare the ground for what will surely be an uphill battle in the future of transgender rights. Identifying CWP arguments provides a useful first step for a more coordinated campaign to refute them. Even more urgently, if the countless studies documenting a robust and stable relationship between conservatism, benevolent sexism, and negative attitudes toward transgender persons are anything to go by, the federal judiciary’s recent rightward shift signals that judges might increasingly credit arguments sounding in the protection of cis women and girls, for reasons completely unrelated to the arguments’ merit. Anticipating that and clarifying where CWP arguments are valid—and where they are not—will do much to clear the path for the continued movement forward on issues of transgender equality.

I. WOMAN-PROTECTIVE JUSTIFICATIONS IN AMERICAN LAW

It is easy to assume that arguments relying on appeals to women’s welfare are recent developments. Though trans persons have always existed, popular attention to the community and the community’s rights have only lately come to the fore. Seen in that way, questions of how trans and cis women’s rights interact must be new.

It is also easy to assume that such arguments are unique to debates over transgender equality. Since the nearly unwavering focus in trans rights conversations in recent years has been intimate facilities, the few historical parallels drawn by commentators have centered around anti-


Black Jim Crow bathroom segregation. Unfortunately, while those examples may clarify part of how women’s interests were wielded against minority progress, they fail to reveal the whole picture.

This Part refutes both intuitions: that woman-protective arguments are recent and that they are unique to debates about trans equality. It reveals why they are shortsighted by placing CWP arguments alongside their full swath of historical antecedents. By recovering the underexamined history of how woman-protective justifications have affected the lives and livelihoods of racial, ethnic, and religious minorities, the Part expands the shared frame of reference. As this Part demonstrates, with laws and policies rooted in the protection of women dating back to the beginning of American settler colonialism, CWP claims are a part of a larger family of oppressive justifications for which women’s interests form the crux.

A. Early Examples

Throughout American history, laws and policies rooted in woman-protective rationales have taken various forms. Among the earliest was a class centered around efforts to “protect” women entering the labor force. Starting in the 1850s, states sought to offer special protection to women workers in the form of mandatory rest periods, toilet separation requirements, and restrictions on working hours, night work, and weightlifting. Often, states “protected” women by excluding them from certain professions entirely.

Admittedly, making a clear assessment of woman-protective labor legislation is difficult, since the historical record is somewhat mixed. On the one hand, it is true that many women supported the enactment of these policies.
On the other, at least an equal number did not. To take just one example, in *Ritchie v. People*, in which the court considered Illinois’s law limiting women’s working hours, the overwhelming majority of women who testified at trial wished to work for longer than the law allowed.34 And, their sentiments weren’t anomalies.35 Indeed, the laws’ harms should not be discounted.36 For one, the laws rendered women more expensive to employ and, thereby, less able to compete in the labor market.37 For two, both directly and indirectly, the laws kept women’s wages low.38 Indeed, as female nurse-practitioners and a female pharmacist explained in their challenge to California’s hour limitations in *Bosley v. McLaughlin*, the protective laws deprived them of work-study opportunities and higher pay.39 Finally for three, protective legislation led to women’s termination in favor of men.40 Such was the case in the aftermath of *Muller v. Oregon*. After the Supreme Court upheld a maximum-hours limitation, Curt Muller, the appellant factory owner, reportedly replaced all his female workers with men.41 These three ill effects were even more acute for women working in male-dominated occupations—where protection was all the more necessary.42

Just as revealing is male self-interested support for the introduction and later outcomes of protective legislation. Some women recognized the ruse from the start.43 When the first laws were introduced, one female economist observed: “Such legislation is usually called ‘protective legislation’ and the women workers are characterized as a ‘protected class.’ But


43. Bernstein, Feminist Legacy, supra note 34, at 1971 (citing S.P. Breckinridge, Legislative Control of Women’s Work, 14 J. Pol. Econ. 107, 108 (1906)).
it is obviously not the women who are protected.”  

She therefore warned, “[N]o one should lose sight of the fact that such legislation is not enacted exclusively, or even primarily, for the benefit of women themselves.” And so it was. Beyond only allowing men to outcompete their female peers, the law’s motivating ideologies habitually ensured women were relegated to the domestic sphere.

Male unionists welcomed the upshots. Capturing the prevailing view, one quipped, “We cannot drive the females out of the trade, but we can restrict their daily quota of labor through factory laws.” On the ground, men’s unions used protective labor laws to do just that, siloing women into low-paying jobs and depressing women’s wages. While this is not to say that male benefit was the sole goal of woman-protective labor legislations, undoubtedly, Representative Martha Griffith’s statement in a 1964 congressional hearing that “[m]ost of the so-called protective legislation has really been to protect men’s rights in better paying jobs,” was not far off mark.

Outside of employment, laws and policies sought to “protect” women by restricting their exercise of constitutional rights. Some took the form of exclusions depriving women of their right to serve on juries, rationalized as protecting them from “vulgarities” of the courtroom atmosphere.

44. S.P. Breckinridge, Legislative Control of Women’s Work, 14 J. Pol. Econ. 107, 107–08 (1906).
45. Id. at 108.
47. See Ruth Milkman, On Gender, Labor, and Inequality 97 (2016).
49. Kurtz, supra note 46, at 50; see also Heidi I. Hartmann, The Unhappy Marriage of Marxism and Feminism: Towards a More Progressive Union, Cap. & Class, Summer 1979, at 1, 16.
50. See Kurtz, supra note 46, at 50; McCammon, supra note 46, at 223.
Others, like those aimed at protecting some “value” to be found in young white women’s chastity, appeared as sex-specific statutory rape and age-of-consent laws. Protection, in the latter cases, came at the expense of young women’s sexual autonomy.

Safeguarding women was the original motivation behind abortion regulations. After sidetracking to fetus-focused justifications for their abortion restraints, states soon returned to paternalistic notions about abortion’s effects on women’s health. The reroute worked. Upholding the Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act in Gonzales v. Carhart, Justice Anthony Kennedy worried that, despite “no reliable data to measure the phenomenon . . . some women come to regret their choice to abort the infant life they once created and sustained.” Even without concrete proof, the need to protect women from the unsubstantiated “depression and loss of esteem” that might follow from their autonomous choices warranted, in his view, the procedure’s prohibition.

A final group of laws—the one most relevant here—sought to protect specific classes of women, namely those who were white, from the “threats” posed by non-white groups. Since the foundation of the United States, these white-woman-protective rationales have successfully rubberstamped social and legal violence against racial minorities.
Begin with the woman-protective rationales used to justify Native American exclusion and extermination during the heart of colonialism and later Western expansion.61 At the time, propaganda portrayed Native Americans as prone to unwarranted violence against defenseless white women.62 This portrayal, in turn, legitimized Native removal as necessary to protect settler colonialist women from the alleged “savagery” of Native communities.63 In barely revised forms, the rationales would undergird anti-miscegenation laws disallowing marriage between Native Americans and white women.64

Anti-Black legislation and policies were consistently supported with appeals to white women’s interests. Starting during the Civil War, the Confederate Congress passed a law exempting one white man from military service on any plantation with more than twenty enslaved persons. The Second Conscription Act—or, as it was better known, the “Twenty Negro Law”—was driven by fears of white women’s fate if left without the protection of a white man.65

Following Emancipation, a key driving force behind historical Southern segregation was the fear of the purported predatory inclinations of

61. Sandra L. Myres, Westering Women and the Frontier Experience, 1800–1915, at 37–38 (1982) (recording colonials’ view that white men were “forced” to execute Native Americans in order “to protect white women from their fears and from their sexuality”); see also Melissa A. McEuen & Thomas H. Appleton, Jr., Kentucky Women: Their Lives and Times 20–22 (2015) (stating that white women were often the impetus of the violence against Native American tribes).


Black men and boys. Take a well-known example. As the Court considered *Brown v. Board of Education*, at a White House dinner, President Dwight D. Eisenhower quipped to Chief Justice Earl Warren that white Southerners weren’t “bad people”; rather “all they [were] concerned about [was] to see that their sweet little girls [were] not required to sit in school alongside some big overgrown Negroes.”

Eisenhower’s comments reflected attitudes that were both widely shared and long held. A bizarre obsession with the image of Black men seated beside white women fueled efforts to “protect” white women through segregation on public transportation. Comparable views buttressed outlawing interracial marriage. Indicative of the white-woman-protective impulses at the heart, anti-miscegenation laws were both more likely to be enforced and the punishments were steeper when couples involved a white woman and Black man, rather than the reverse.

White women’s welfare served as the principal reason behind the campaign of violent Ku Klux Klan terrorism and brutal spectacle lynching. It is important to note that white women were not passive bystanders as their protection lent legitimacy to violence. Quite the contrary. In 1897, feminist and later Georgia Senator Rebecca Latimer Felton gave a speech demanding more, stating “[I]f it needs lynching to protect woman’s dearest possession from the ravenous human beasts, then I say Lynch, a thousand times a week if necessary.” Simultaneously, white suffragettes Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony opposed the extension of voting


rights to Black men, on the ludicrous claim that granting Black men the right to vote would increase their likelihood of raping white women.\textsuperscript{75}

Black women were not immune to the fallout. History is replete with examples of blockades against Black women’s and girls’ educational, career, and economic progress, emerging out of concern for white women and girls’ “safety.”\textsuperscript{76} The most common defense? Racist beliefs that Black women and girls were more prone to diseases and therefore would act as contaminants if allowed to work or sit beside white counterparts.\textsuperscript{77} Segregationist propaganda demanding forced separation was wont to treat those falsehoods as fact.\textsuperscript{78}

A startling amount of twentieth century federal policy turned on congressional desires to protect white women from Black men.\textsuperscript{79} In 1910, horrified by wholly specious claims of white women engaging in sex work with non-white men, Congress passed the White-Slave Traffic Act.\textsuperscript{80} Offering an insight into the urgency, one politician expressed, “[A]ll of the horrors which have ever been urged . . . against the [B]lack-slave trade pale into insignificance as compared [with] the horrors of the so-called ‘white-slave traffic.’”\textsuperscript{81} Two years later, Georgia Congressman Seaborn Roddenbery introduced a constitutional amendment to prohibit marriage between Black men and white women.\textsuperscript{82} Again, congressional statements illuminate the stakes. In Roddenbery’s words, “No more voracious parasite ever sucked at the

\textsuperscript{75.} See Faye E. Dudden, Fighting Chance: The Struggle Over Woman Suffrage and Black Suffrage in Reconstruction America 166–70 (2011); Laura E. Free, Suffrage Reconstructed: Gender, Race, and Voting Rights in the Civil War Era 154–59 (2015).

\textsuperscript{76.} bell hooks, Ain’t I A Woman: Black Women and Feminism 133 (2014); see also Enobong Hannah Branch, Opportunity Denied: Limiting Black Women to Devalued Work 77–79 (2011) (collecting examples).

\textsuperscript{77.} See Stephen G.N. Tuck, We Ain’t What We Ought to Be: The Black Freedom Struggle From Emancipation to Obama 214 (2010) (“[C]laiming the risk of venereal disease and contamination, white women (and white men on their behalf) would not tolerate [B]lack women workers at all. At Detroit’s U.S. Rubber plant, two thousand white women walked off the job in March 1943 because of shared bathroom facilities.”). For other examples of hate strikes to oppose workplace integration, see Anderson, Little Rock, supra note 66, at 55; Emily Yellin, Our Mothers’ War: American Women at Home and at the Front During World War II, at 201 (2004); Eileen Boris, “You Wouldn’t Want One of ‘Em Dancing With Your Wife”: Racialized Bodies on the Job in World War II, 50 Am. Q. 77, 93–97 (1998).


\textsuperscript{80.} Ch. 395, 36 Stat. 825 (1910) (codified as amended at 18 U.S.C. §§ 2421–2424 (2018)).

\textsuperscript{81.} Holden-Smith, supra note 79, at 70 (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting 45 Cong. Rec. 1040 (1910) (statement of Rep. Mann)) (misquotation). Representative Horace Mann was a sponsor of the White-Slave Traffic Act.

\textsuperscript{82.} 49 Cong. Rec. 503 (1913).
appeals to protecting white women's livelihood\textsuperscript{84} and safety\textsuperscript{85} vindicated state-sponsored discrimination against Asian immigrants and Asian Americans. When Chinese Americans entered the West Coast's female-predominated laundry industry in the 1870s, rhetoric of Chinese laundrymen threatening white women's incomes formed the core of anti-Chinese labor protests.\textsuperscript{86} “It is hard enough now for a white woman to make a living in the few, branches of honest livelihood that are open to them,” a newspaper editorial emotionally explained, before belligerently alerting readers those avenues were “being rapidly filled up with Chinamen [sic], who actually wrest the wash-tub from them, and invade those provinces of labor belonging to women.”\textsuperscript{87} Calls to boycott Japanese and Chinese laundries in favor of using white women laundresses became common.\textsuperscript{88} Protests would later turn to policy, when protectionism drove anti-Asian laundry legislation and taxation schemes.\textsuperscript{89}

Narratives about Chinese immigrants and Chinese American men’s proclivity for white women, as well as the association between late-nineteenth-century Chinese society and the use of opium, fueled additional

\textsuperscript{83} Id. at 504 (statement of Rep. Roddenbery).
\textsuperscript{85} See Chinese Restaurants and the Police Power, 45 Am. L. Rev. 884, 911–12 (1911) (discussing a decision overturning a law prohibiting white women under the age of twenty-one from entering a restaurant or hotel owned by a Chinese person).
\textsuperscript{88} See Quong Wing v. Kirkendall, 223 U.S. 59, 59 (1912) (upholding laundry taxation scheme, while noting but declining to confront the scheme’s anti-Chinese intent); David E. Bernstein, Lochner, Parity, and the Chinese Laundry Cases, 41 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 211, 237–38, 264, 266, 287 (1999).
social hostility. Grounded on those and other racist stereotypes, states prohibited white women from patronizing or working in Chinese-owned restaurants. Beginning in the 1860s, the same prejudices led to prohibitions on marriages between Filipino, Indian, Korean, Japanese, and Chinese American men and white women. So profound was the “need” to safeguard white women from the sexual threat posed by Asian men, scholars have argued that it partly explained the authorization of Japanese internment.

Sitting at the conflux of the racist rationales previously outlined, defense of white women went on to inspire the development of American drug laws. States introduced the first drug laws based on claims that narcotics made non-white men more prone to committing sexual violence. Tales of white women from “good families” being entrapped by Asian men to live in opium dens would support the federal Harrison Narcotics Act and Federal Bureau of Narcotics policy. Further on, during the hearings on the 1937 Marihuana Tax Act, Congress listened to testimony that “[m]ost marijuana smokers are Negroes, Hispanics, Filipinos and entertainers . . . . This marijuana causes white women to seek sexual relations with Negroes,” and to “fictional stor[ies] of pot-crazed [B]lack college men impregnating white coeds.”

Closing episodes from the Trump campaign and presidency confirm the place that white-woman-protective rhetoric continues to hold in the

---

96. See Gabriel J. Chin, Race, the War on Drugs, and the Collateral Consequences of Criminal Conviction, 6 J. Gender, Race & Just. 253, 257–58 (2002); David A. Sklansky, Cocaine, Race, and Equal Protection, 47 Stan. L. Rev. 1283, 1292 n.42 (1995).
modern day. As far back as 2015, then-candidate Trump referred to Mexican immigrants as “rapists.” 98 The malignation intensified when Trump began touting the 2015 and 2018 deaths of Kate Steinle and Mollie Tibbetts, both caused by undocumented immigrants. Continuing his questionable practice of emphasizing women’s physical appearances, he consistently referred to Steinle as “beautiful Kate” and to Tibbetts as a “beautiful young woman.” 99 Trump’s frequent invocations become even more stark when viewed against the background of pleas from the victims’ relatives against politicizing the deaths, and the fact that he reportedly never contacted their families. 100 Clearly, his calling attention to Steinle’s and Tibbetts’s deaths and appearances was a dog whistle for “[w]hite womanhood under threat from immigrant criminality.” 101 Framed that way, the references were self-serving, used primarily to bolster the need to “build a wall” at the U.S.–Mexico border and to pursue aggressive deportation sweeps. 102

President Trump’s speech about and policies toward Muslim immigrants followed an identical course. Defending against charges that his comments about Muslims were Islamophobic, he claimed they reflected concern for the treatment of women in Middle Eastern countries. 103 And, when he suspended entry from seven Muslim-majority countries in a January 27, 2017 Executive Order, the purported goal was excluding immigrants “engage[d] in acts of bigotry or hatred [including ‘honor’ killings,


100. Id. (reporting the remarks of Steinle’s brother); see also Terrence McCoy, Trump Used Her Slain Daughter to Rail Against Illegal Immigration. She Chose a Different Path, Wash. Post (Dec. 28, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/social-issues/trump-used-her-slain-daughter-to-rail-against-illegal-immigration-she-chose-a-different-path/2018/12/27/084f93a4-e9ce-11e8-a939-9469f1166f9d_story.html [https://perma.cc/ZB6X-VBJZ].

101. Daniel Denvir, All-American Nativism: How the Bipartisan War on Immigrants Explains Politics as We Know It 244 (2020).


[and] other forms of violence against women . . . " Yet, for all that talk, at no point in his tenure did President Trump ever express equal concern for violence against women by Americans.

*    *    *

The primary lesson from this historical review is that, in many cases, woman-protective arguments or policies warrant careful review. For a start, despite their purported intentions, they regularly undercut—rather than truly protected or advanced—women’s interests. Labor legislation harmed women in the workforce, and protective reasoning robbed women of opportunities to serve on juries, extinguished their sexual sovereignty, and stripped them of reproductive rights.

That women’s protection has continually provided cover for the male self-interest, both in intention and implementation, serves as warning. A not-insignificant number of labor laws were at least partially motivated by, and supported for, patriarchal reasons. Restrictions on women’s participation in public life likewise benefitted men. Under the guise of protecting white women, U.S. policies have historically protected white men’s interests in white womanhood. And the ruse lives on; one need only reexamine how former-President Trump sought to wrap himself in the mantle of women’s defender, while simultaneously papering over policies and rhetoric that did the very opposite.

Finally, woman-protective reasoning has been used to further discrimination against minorities. Far too often, white women’s protection has been used to motivate the exclusion, economic decimation, and execution of people of color. There is no doubt that, throughout history, lawmakers genuinely believed such women needed protection. Even so, with modern eyes we can easily see how prejudice distorted logic, and how that resulted in devastating consequences. If this history instructs, we have ample cause to suspect the same is true today.

106. See Rhode, supra note 36, at 1740–41.
II. CIS-WOMAN-PROTECTIVE ARGUMENTS

An integral component of CWP thought—perhaps the most acute motivation—is the idea that the interests of trans persons (almost exclusively trans women and girls) and those of cisgender women and girls are in conflict, with the former threatening the latter. More important is the alleged scope and scale of the “transgender threat.” As framed by CWP arguments, the threat advances from multiple angles, employs various tactics, and reappears across numerous—and disparate—contexts, and is, at once, both immediate and long-term. Seen that way, the “transgender threat” to cis woman and girls is formidable, and the risks are incredibly high.

This Part sketches the contours of the purported threat. It begins by marking the stakes, using opposition to the Equality Act as a brief case study. Next, it identifies and distills repeating lines of CWP arguments. Doing so provides the starting point for the Essay’s later analysis. Simultaneously, reading the heretofore uncollected allegations in unison brings important historical continuities into view. Accordingly, the Part ends by shedding light on the persistent problems with protectionist reasoning and the striking family resemblances between CWP arguments and their predecessors.

A. Overview: The “Transgender Threat” to Cis Women’s Rights

One of the largest spotlights shone on the alleged conflict between progress for transgender persons and cis women and girls has been the acrimonious, years-long dispute over the Equality Act. If enacted, the Equality Act would amend the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to prohibit discrimination on the basis of “sexual orientation and gender identity,” providing LGBTQ Americans with uniform protections under federal law for the first time.

Efforts to pass the bill have been unsuccessful. The primary impediment is the belief that the Act pits the rights of transfolk and cis women

---


against each other. Professor Callie Burt’s widely read analysis of the version introduced in 2019 embodies such thinking.\textsuperscript{110} To Burt, the absence of exceptions to the legislation’s gender identity protections “gives primacy to gender identity over sex,” resulting in “the erosion of females’ sex-based provisions.”\textsuperscript{111} Thus, rather than “strike a balance,” in Burt’s view, the law “prioritizes the demands of trans people over the hard-won rights of female people.”\textsuperscript{112}

Many reached the same conclusion. During congressional hearings, lawmakers continually suggested that trans rights threatened those of cis women and girls.\textsuperscript{113} Sports formed the most consistent sticking point.\textsuperscript{114} Another common concern was the potential harm to vulnerable residents of women’s shelters.\textsuperscript{115} Others returned to more well-worn worries: the Act’s purported impact on cis women and girls’ safety and privacy in bathrooms.\textsuperscript{116} Those fears provoked a predictably alarmist response. Several legislators sharply denounced the bill, among them Georgia Representative Marjorie Taylor Greene, who claimed that trans rights “completely destroyed women’s rights,”\textsuperscript{117} and Texas Representative Louie Gohmert who characterized the Act as a full-scale “war on women.”\textsuperscript{118}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. at 365.
\item Id.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotesize}
Views outside of Congress largely followed suit. For weeks on end, television programs inundated audiences with an ever-growing list of disasters that would follow if the Act was passed, with each worse than the one before. Facebook posts and ad campaigns stating that protections for transfolk imperiled cis women and girls recorded millions of engagements—though, with some 52% of Americans using Facebook as a news source, the content likely reached tens of millions more. Polls confirmed as much. In a series of representative surveys, a significant portion of Americans—upwards of 70% of voters in Michigan, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin—recognized the “threat,” taking issue with trans inclusion in prisons, shelters, public facilities, and athletics.

These reactions offer a simplified portrait of the extent to which Americans apparently share the view that the rights of transfolk threaten those of cis women and girls. To many, the “transgender threat” is obviously significant. What sets it apart, however, is the purported scope. Certainly, while the idea that the women’s interests are in conflict with the equality of other minority groups is not aberrational historically, earlier conflicts tended to both be relatively contained and largely focused on threats to women’s health or physical safety. By contrast, based on discourse over the Equality Act, the current “threat” attacks on many more
fron[ts—implicating a wider range of interests, even while being uniformly catastrophic. Understandably, then, to those holding CWP views, staving off the so-called “transgender threat” to cis women’s rights is of utmost importance.

B.  Mapping the “Threat”

To capture CWP claims, this Essay first employed a multi-pronged repository and targeted search approach. Among others, the final corpus of arguments included those in: cases; legal filings; publicly available legislative audio, transcripts, and submitted testimony associated with trans-related state laws; prisoner grievance complaints; recordings from various school board meetings; and comments submitted on federal rulemaking.

Adopting a wide shot of the sources, cohesive patterns emerge. Repeated lines of argument loosely cluster around a few related, but distinct, themes, demarcated by the rights or interests that trans inclusion is claimed to threaten. At their simplest, the arguments are outlined as follows.

1.  Facilities: Trans women’s access to sex-segregated bathrooms, changing or locker rooms, and showers, shelters, or prisons, threatens cis women and girls’ physical safety and privacy.

2.  Athletics: Trans women’s access to sex-segregated sports teams is fundamentally unfair to cis women and girls, because of trans women and girls’ “inherent biological advantages.”

3.  Respite and Rehabilitation: Trans women’s presence in sex-segregated domestic violence housing and prisons has the potential to traumatize cisgender women and girls, particularly those who have previously been victims of male violence.

4.  Community Building: Trans women’s attendance at women’s colleges deprives cis women and girls of the ability to gain the benefits associated with single-sex educational environments, by fundamentally disrupting the character or atmosphere of those spaces.

5.  Representation: Viewing trans women as women threatens cis women’s right to accurate statistical information.

6.  Voices: Acceptance of transgender persons threatens cis women and girls’ right to free speech, by restricting their ability to voice perspectives or opinions that are, or appear to be, critical of, antagonistic to, or hateful toward trans persons.

7.  Advancement: Viewing trans women as women threatens cis females’ social and political advancement by: diluting the pool of potential recipients of policies, grants, scholarships, and programs aimed at reme-
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Black men’s enfranchisement, which viewed Black voting rights as a threat to white women’s position in society. My thanks to Professor Jessica Clarke for underscoring this point.
dying the effects of sex discrimination; giving trans women access to programs that they do not deserve, and allowing cis men, under the guise of being trans, to defraud these remedial interventions.

8. Liberation: Trans equality diminishes the possibility of cis females’ liberation from patriarchy and sex oppression because it threatens to: destabilize the concept of sex and therefore sex-based interventions altogether; or solidify detrimental sex-stereotypes.

C. Structural Issues: The Persistent Problems of Protectionism

Having laid the arguments out, many aspects of the current iteration of woman-protective rationales should not seem unusual against the backdrop of the prior Part’s discussion. Like before, the interests sought to be protected include only those of a subset of women, and, as before, woman-protective justifications are being used to oppose the equality of minority groups. More significantly, the many structural problems bedeviling earlier woman-protective justifications also persist.124

Commencing with the most obvious, CWP arguments habitually resort to generalizations about cis women and girls’ vulnerability. Think of the claim that transgender women should be excluded from women’s intimate facilities. Typically, the underlying concern is twofold: that cis women are unable to resist attack and that they are “by nature sexually seductive victims.”125 The one-sidedness of these tropes is obvious since trans-exclusionary policies have rarely, if ever, been justified with concerns about cis men’s safety in intimate facilities. Some policies even account for such stereotypes. Rationalizing that Texas’s Senate Bill 6 only applied to trans women, Texas Lieutenant Governor Dan Patrick offered matter-of-factly, “men can defend themselves.”126 At bottom, the offensive message is that cis women—but not cis men—need protection. At the heart are “archaic and stereotypic notions” about the need to “protect [women] because they are presumed to suffer from an inherent handicap.”127 These very same ideas justified “protective” policies impeding women’s participation in civic life.128

124. See supra text accompanying notes 98–105.
125. See Portuondo, supra note 20, at 522 (quoting Jami Anderson, Bodily Privacy, Toilets, and Sex Discrimination: The Problem of “Manhood” in a Women’s Prison, in Ladies and Gents: Public Toilets and Gender 90, 101 (Olga Gershenson & Barbara Penner eds., 2009)) (noting the stereotype); see also Hazeldean, supra note 20, at 1770–73 (same); Elizabeth Sepper & Deborah Dinner, Sex in Public, 129 Yale L.J. 78, 142 (2019) (same).
128. See Portuondo, supra note 20, at 473–74; see also Alice Kessler-Harris, The Paradox of Motherhood: Night Work Restrictions in the United States, in Protecting Women: Labor Legislation in Europe, the United States, and Australia, 1880–1920, at 337 (Ulla
Related stereotypes rear their heads in the arguments that trans women’s access to public facilities infringes cis women’s privacy. Conceptions of privacy are, of course, quite explicitly gendered.\textsuperscript{129} For instance, in \textit{Kyllo v. United States}\textemdash the case reviewing the constitutionality of heat-seeking technology\textemdash to Justice Antonin Scalia, it was “the lady of the house[‘s] . . . daily sauna and bath,” and not the defendant, Mr. Kyllo’s, that represented the prototypical intimate detail and privacy concern.\textsuperscript{130} Underlying such thinking, women and girls are expected to have more and different requirements for privacy, and, simultaneously, they are held to higher standards of modesty.\textsuperscript{131} Quite often, CWP arguments seek to harness the gendered assumptions underlying views of whose privacy needs defense.\textsuperscript{132}

Additionally, descriptions painting minorities as sexually dangerous receive an encore. Recall the racist policies extinguishing women’s ability to choose whom they could marry, whom they could sit beside, and the places they frequented or worked. Behind them were offensive images of racial minorities as sexual savages, from whom white women had to be secured. With some minor updates, the same stories are retold today. Many CWP arguments implicitly suggest that transgender persons are more likely to be sexual predators than their cisgender counterparts.\textsuperscript{133} A few go further. One \textit{Harris Funeral Homes} brief opened with a comparison of Caitlyn Jenner’s entry to a women’s shower with Harvey Weinstein’s.\textsuperscript{134} Hidden away is the acute distinction that Weinstein was accused of allegedly sexually victimizing over ninety women—and has been found guilty of doing


\textsuperscript{130} \textit{Kyllo v. United States}, 533 U.S. 27, 38 (2001); see also Jeannie Suk, \textit{Is Privacy a Woman?}, 97 Geo. L.J. 485, 487–93 (2009) (“Justice Scalia’s \textit{Kyllo} reveals the lady in the bath to illustrate the imperative to shield her.”).

\textsuperscript{131} Portuondo, supra note 20, at 518.

\textsuperscript{132} E.g., Transcript of Proceedings—Preliminary Injunction Hearing at 126, Students & Parents for Priv. v. U.S. Dep’t of Educ., No. 16 C 4945 (N.D. Ill. argued Aug. 15 2016), ECF No. 127 (suggesting boys expect less privacy because they “primarily use a urinal without any kind of stalled facility”); Complaint at 9–10, Women’s Liberation Front v. U.S. Dep’t of Just., No. 1:16-cv-00915-WPL-KBM (D.N.M. filed Aug. 11, 2016); Portuondo, supra note 20, at 517.

\textsuperscript{133} See Shayna Medley, \textit{Note, Not in the Name of Women’s Safety: Whole Woman’s Health as a Model for Transgender Rights}, 40 Harv. J.L. & Gender 441, 459–60 (2017).

so—while Jenner has not. Said out loud, the quiet part is the connotation that the danger caused by Jenner’s mere use of a restroom is equivalent to that of the use by someone actually convicted of sexual crime. More than simply being unfounded, that innuendo offensively maligns.

CWP arguments supporting trans-exclusionary sports bans bring together the sweeping assumptions about women’s physical capabilities that once supported labor legislation, in tandem with finetuning the framing of minorities as dangerous. After assuming that all trans women and girls are physiologically equivalent to cis men and boys, advocates sound the alarm for trans exclusion as necessary to “protect” or “save” cis women and girls from unfair competition. Sexist generalizations that men are “naturally” superior athletes, and that “all women are always athletically inferior to all men,” provide the foundation. Evidence of that is not hard to find. As one senator advocating trans exclusion put it, “indisputable physiological facts” demonstrate “the male is a genetically and time-engineered superior machine.”

Portrayals of trans women and girls as a forceful threat replay moves that white-woman-protective policies long perfected. Allegations that


137. Elizabeth A. Sharrow, Sports, Transgender Rights and the Bodily Politics of Cisgender Supremacy, 10 Laws, no. 63, 2021, at 1, 17 (noting the alarmist use of “save” and “protect” in the legislations’ titles).


masses of Chinese Americans entered predominantly female industries sound strikingly similar to current charges that girls’ “sports are being invaded by biological males that are taking over all across the United States.”141 By the same token, segregationists’ signature practice of depicting Black male students as larger and older—and thus, more threatening—carries over. Previously, woman-protectionists buttressed school segregation with illustrations of “old Black, Black Buck Negro[s],” sitting alongside “some poor little white girl[s].”142 Now, they juxtapose six-foot and seven-foot trans girls competing against “little” cis girls.143 The modern hyperbolics inherit their forerunners’ stratagems: resorting to histrionics to amplify the urgency of protection, using dehumanizing distortions to depict minorities as flattened monoliths, and simultaneously adultifying some children while infantilizing others, in order to justify discrimination.


Also returning is the benefit of exclusionary arguments to male supremacy. One issue that reemerges is the normalization of male violence. Congressman Randall Weber relayed reports of a young Texan girl being followed into a bathroom by a “male who said he self-identified as a female.” The follower’s teeth were “knocked out by the girl’s father who self-identified as the tooth fairy.” None of it was true. Nonetheless, the moral is hard to miss: When in service of the protected, extralegal male violence is refashioned as legitimate and worthy of veneration. The plethora of cis men’s public statements proudly advocating physical attacks against any transfolk sharing a restroom with their wives, or competing against their daughters, suggest the lesson behind Congressman Weber’s fable has been learned.

Another issue is the self-serving positioning of men, this time cis, as “defenders.” No example better captures that than Kansas State Senator Virgil Peck’s call for his colleagues to protect “God’s special creation—females” by supporting a trans athlete sports ban. He began, “Are we, American men, going to take a stand and defend our young ladies . . . ?” Then: “Are there no longer any alpha males who will stand and defend our young ladies, our wives, our daughters, our granddaughters, our neighbor’s wives, daughters and granddaughters?”

---
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Peck’s statements don’t reinvent the wheel. His use of possessive language to describe the persons he’s allegedly defending, along with the implication that none of the girls and women he depicts have identities independent of their relationships to others,153 tip his hand. So does his construction of masculinity. Since, by his account, a willingness to defend women and girls determines authentic manhood, the obvious issue is what that ideology spells for “legitimate” woman- and girlhood. A wider view confirms the increasingly obvious. Peck’s previous characterizations of migrants as “immigrating feral hogs” and advocacy for their violent execution as “a (solution) to our illegal immigration problem” call into question exactly which women and girls his heartfelt defensive sentiments apply to.154 Should any doubts remain, his decades of supporting restrictions on reproductive freedom and on-record digs at feminists put them to rest.155 True to historical form, Peck’s veil of “protecting women and girls”—admirable at first glance—functions to provide self-serving cover for his many less-laudable beliefs.

III. SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES

Thus far, this Essay has suggested that woman-protective arguments should generally be taken with a grain of salt. It now begins to apply exacting scrutiny to CWP arguments. Over the course of this and the subsequent Part, the remainder of the Essay appraises the arguments from different angles. This Part considers only the substance of the arguments. Shortcomings, in terms of method, are saved for later.

The below sections build upon the outline in Part II.B. They walk through and flesh out the arguments laid out above, with the goal being as much to explore the arguments as it is to assess them. Additionally, the focus is whether the arguments work analytically, and as a matter of good


policy, rather than whether they work legally. Taking the asserted concerns seriously, the sections will tease out underlying assumptions, verify the claims based on the evidence, and consider whether the proposed policies are justified.

A. Facilities: The “Safety” and “Privacy” Arguments

The perennial “bathroom problem” has featured ad nauseam in public debate over transgender rights. However, while the nationwide wave of policies aimed at policing transgender persons’ use of bathrooms gained notoriety in the mid-2010s, recorded accounts suggest the issue dates back decades.

Early on, much of the obsession with which facilities trans women use has been held by cis men. In 1976 in Berkeley, California, it was cis men who mobilized to prevent a transgender employee from using the women’s room. Another cis man, Sidney Jones, outed Toni Ann Diaz in a 1975 column, announcing: “I suspect his [sic] female classmates in P.E. 97 may wish to make other showering arrangements.”

Anecdotes do provide nominal proof of cis women’s uneasiness with trans use of gender-appropriate bathroom facilities as well. For instance, in the 1982 case Sommers v. Budget Marketing, Inc., a trans woman, Ms. Audra Sommers, was terminated from her job as a clerk when cis women coworkers threatened to resign if she was permitted to share a bathroom. Trans women were not alone. In a curious outlier, a 1972 New York Times article profiled a trans man, Robert, who was forced to use the female locker room at work—a decision his cis female coworkers “were not exactly happy about.”

Still, cis women’s tensions over trans bathroom use emerged more prominently in the late 1990s. In Goins v. West Group, it was cis female employees who “expressed concern” about shared restrooms when a trans

156. That approach differs for the silencing arguments, for which many of the claims deliberately sound in First Amendment law. See infra section III.F. For that discussion, the footnotes provide ancillary doctrinal analysis. See infra notes 311–330.


160. 667 F.2d 748, 748–49 (8th Cir. 1982). Note, here, how the threat of resignation mirrors that of white women’s identical threats following workplace racial integration. See supra note 77 and accompanying text.

employee, Ms. Julienne Goins, transferred to a new facility. The objections in *Cruzan v. Special School District Number 1* are comparable. There, Carla Cruzan, a cis female teacher, sued the school district for allowing her trans colleague to use the women’s restroom. Upon entering the facility and seeing her colleague exiting a privacy stall, Cruzan filed an action for hostile work environment.

Around a decade later, the issue truly picked up steam. During that time, four states enacted rules allowing trans students to use gender-appropriate intimate facilities, and the Colorado Civil Rights Division ruled that an elementary school was required to allow a transgender girl, Coy Mathis, to use girls’ facilities. Further fueling the fire, in 2016 the Obama-era Departments of Education and Justice jointly issued guidance on identical requirements at a national level. Backlash was immediate. Between 2013 and 2016, at least twenty-four states considered legislation aimed at policing trans persons’ use of public restrooms.

Throughout, the concerns raised came from two angles. The first positioned trans bathroom access as a threat to cis women’s safety, with the second framing trans bathroom access as a threat to their privacy. In practice, the bases are typically braided together, with those seeking trans exclusion rarely distinguishing between the two. That notwithstanding, on
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the thinking that the arguments cannot stand together if they fail to convince independently, the below analysis separates the arguments in order to emphasize some key distinctions.

1. Safety. — By far the most common argument related to intimate facilities is that trans-inclusive policies endanger the physical safety of cis women and girls. The argument features repeatedly in hearings on “bathroom bills,” case law,172 filings challenging trans-inclusive policies,173 and legal scholarship.174 It is made in a few ways. One is that transgender persons themselves are a direct danger to cis women and girls.175 Another is as a concern that cisgender men and boys will exploit gender-appropriate facility policies to victimize cis women or girls.176

In either form, the safety argument falls flat in the face of real-world evidence. Barely short of accusing all trans women of being sexual predators or as having a proclivity for sexual predation, this first form of the argument has already been thoroughly debunked. A study investigating crime reports from Massachusetts found no relationship between the implementation of trans-inclusive policies and the number or frequency of criminal incidents in intimate spaces by trans individuals.177 Testimony from law enforcement, state legislators, and individual school administrators who have enacted or adopted trans inclusive policies says the same.178

172. See Colin Pochie, Note, Sick and Tired of Hearing About the Damn Bathrooms, 93 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 281, 307 (2018) (citing cases in which courts have “indicated that they view transgender people as inherently threatening to the . . . safety of cisgender people”).


175. E.g., Wolfgang, supra note 171 (pointing out that some trans women “are attracted to, date and marry women”).


While the second form of the argument repositions the source of danger from trans persons to trans rights, it still suffers from want of evidence. Researchers find “[i]nstances of cisgender men dressing as women to gain access to women in various stages of dress . . . an extremely rare phenomenon.”\(^\text{179}\) Further, police officials from states that have implemented trans-inclusive policies uniformly agree.\(^\text{180}\) Therefore, by all accounts, fears that non-transgender persons will exploit trans-inclusive policies are “unfounded.”\(^\text{181}\)

The safety argument has other flaws. Chiefly, it fails to recognize that even without trans inclusion, perpetrators find ways to victimize cis women and girls using public facilities.\(^\text{182}\) Trans-exclusionary policies do not deter this behavior. If anything, by segregating and isolating potential cis female victims in designated locations, they potentially mark cis women as easy targets.\(^\text{183}\)

More generally, the logic of the safety arguments is much too narrow. The argument takes as given that men are sexual predators, and women and girls are victims.\(^\text{184}\) In doing so, the argument overlooks any possibility of same-sex sexual crimes in public facilities.\(^\text{185}\) Since the goal is preserving the safety of all cis women and girls, logically, the most efficient solution must be policing behaviors inside facilities, rather than who is let in the door.\(^\text{186}\)


\(^{181}\) Brief of Amici Curiae Law Enforcement Officers in Support of Respondent at 2, G.G., 137 S. Ct. 1239 (No. 16-273), 2017 WL 836845; see also Barnett et al., supra note 179, at 259.

\(^{182}\) Christine Overall, Public Toilets: Sex Segregation Revisited, Ethics & Env’t, Fall 2007, at 71, 82.


\(^{184}\) Mary Ann Case, Why Not Abolish Laws of Urinary Segregation, in Toilet: Public Restrooms and the Politics of Sharing 211, 211 (Harvey Molotch & Laura Noren eds., 2010).

\(^{185}\) See Portuondo, supra note 20, at 515 (“[I]f we reject the stereotype that men cannot be assaulted by men, or women by women, we quickly see that sex segregation cannot be an effective solution to a general interest in preventing sexual assault.”).

\(^{186}\) See McNamarah, Repeated Victories, supra note 168, at 408 (arguing that measures against those “who behave[] inappropriately” will better further the goal of safety in these facilities); Brittany, Florida Experts Debunk the Transgender “Bathroom Predator” Myth, Equal. Fla. (Jan. 12, 2016), https://www.eqfl.org/florida-experts-debunk-transgender-bathroom-predator-myth [https://perma.cc/BAH7-R3Z7].
2. Privacy. — Infringement of cis women and girls’ bodily privacy is the next objection to trans-inclusive facilities. Normally, the argument is talismanic. Proponents gesture toward a “right to bodily privacy” or “privacy rights” in broad, unspecific terms. Rhetorically compelling as they may be, arguments that cis women and girls “object to the privacy violations created by allowing biological males the right of entry and use of restrooms and locker rooms” do little to say what the supposed privacy violations actually consist of.187

Reading the arguments charitably suggests “privacy” could mean at least one of three things.188 In a first form, the contention is that trans-inclusive facility use violates privacy because cis women and girls should have a right to choose whom to reveal their body to. By that account, trans equality threatens cis women and girls’ right to “enjoy free consent regarding who can share private, sexually revealing places with them.”189

On its face that is a praiseworthy idea, but the reasoning isn’t quite right. Unless a facility is single use, normally, persons don’t get to choose whom they share them with. By their very nature, public facilities are partly communal, and users have no control over who uses them simultaneously. Most can relate to seeing or being seen by others while inside a public bathroom—outside of a stall—even when they’d rather not. Such is the character of the space. So, the argument cannot be that the privacy violation stems from an inability to choose whom to expose oneself to, because if it is, then most public facilities would infringe cis women and girls’ privacy rights.190

In a second form, the argument appears to hinge privacy violations on the presence of members of the “opposite sex.”191 To what end? The core concern, it seems, is one about sexuality.192 A federal judge divulged as much when he stated that the “privacy concern . . . arise[s] from sexual

188. See Hazeldean, supra note 20, at 1746 (using six definitions of privacy to interpret the arguments).
190. See Louise M. Antony, Back to Androgyny: What Bathrooms Can Teach Us About Equality, 9 J. Contemp. Legal Issues 1, 5 (1998) (arguing that sex-segregated bathrooms “cannot be meant to secure privacy for the performance of intimate bodily functions, for then the sex of the person in the next stall would be irrelevant—the crucial factor ought to be the presence or absence of other people period”).
191. Brief of Military Spouses United as Amici Curiae in Support of Petitioner, supra note 189, at 5–6, 21; see also Burt, supra note 110, at 375 (defining it as the right to “not be exposed to male genitalia”).
responses prompted by students’ exposure to the private body parts of students of the other biological sex.”

Because of sex (understood as both sexual attraction and sexual intercourse), society has a vested interest in segregating and concealing aspects of the body from persons with different anatomy.

The flaw with that telling is exposed by its obliviousness to persons who are not heterosexual. By assuming that all individuals are sexually attracted to the types of genitals that they themselves do not possess, the reasoning overlooks the possibility that persons may sexually desire persons with the types of genitals they have themselves or may not have those desires at all. Training our attention toward the experiences of lesbians, gay men, and bisexual persons unravels the logic. If sexual desire is what drives the privacy concern, then LGB persons’ ability to use intimate facilities without raising the same privacy concerns demonstrates that the issue is at least overblown.

In a third, rarer form, the argument is about information. Construing some actions in intimate facilities as communicative, the appeal is about cis women and girls’ ability to control what others know about them. Illustrating this line of reasoning, in Doe v. Boyertown Area School District, several cis students opposed sharing a restroom with a trans girl since “even hearing urination or the female plaintiffs (or other female students) tending to menstruation issues and the sounds commonly associated with that (such as the opening of wrapping for pads and tampons)” caused privacy violations.

There are many reasons why this version of the argument still comes up wanting. It rests on two unwarranted assumptions: first, that persons interpret anything they hear while using public facilities; and second, that if they correctly deduce what is occurring in an adjacent stall, persons will be able to associate that information with the user. More than that, the underlying idea is illogical. Users cannot possibly have an expectation of privacy in the non-verbal information they convey, and third-parties witness normally, when they are in a public space. Digging deeper: What, precisely, is private about auditory evidence of bodily functions? Homing in on the Doe plaintiffs’ second anxiety—auditory privacy for tending to

194. See Overall, supra note 182, at 80 (arguing the “sex segregation of toilets . . . assumes, falsely, both that heterosexuality is universal and that one needs to be private from members of the other sex but not those of one’s own”).
196. Id. at 403.
197. See Hazeldean, supra note 20, at 1766–70 (reaching the same conclusion).
198. Cf. Julie E. Cohen, Privacy, Visibility, Transparency, and Exposure, 75 U. Chi. L. Rev. 181, 191 (2008) (“[N]o privacy interest attaches to most activities in public spaces and nonresidential spaces owned by third parties: persons who voluntarily enter such premises have impliedly consented to being seen there.”).
menstruation—explains. Sexist cultural attitudes stigmatize menstruation so that, instead of being seen as natural, it is viewed negatively and even transformed into a source of humiliation that must be hidden. Alluding to menstruation, then, is meant to marshal these shared stigmatizing narratives to fill in the blanks of an otherwise deficient account of privacy violation. Yet, in the sense that it is normal bodily activity, nothing beyond misogynistic cultural attitudes makes the awareness that a person is menstruating private information. On all fronts, therefore, the informational privacy version of the argument still leaves much to be desired.

B. Athletic Activities: The “Natural Biological Advantages” Argument

Recently, concerns about transgender persons’ participation in women’s athletics and sports have stolen the focus once held by the bathrooms. Accompanying the attention is legislation aimed at preventing trans youth from joining sex-segregated school sports teams corresponding to their gender. Thirty-five states have proposed such laws. Thus far, eighteen have enacted bans. Of those, fourteen apply to sports starting in kindergarten, with the rest combining exclusions at middle school, high school, or college levels.

Concerns about trans inclusion in women’s sports can be traced back to 1970s hostility to tennis player Renée Richards. At the time, women’s tennis organizations expressed that it would be “‘damn unfair to a woman who has devoted her whole life to tennis’ to lose a spot in a draw to a man and to become involved in the ‘psychological effects’ of losing to” a trans woman. In one of the first women’s tournaments Richards entered,

201. Anderson, Bodily Privacy, supra note 199, at 99. Separately, one must wonder how underscoring the sexist view that menstruation is shameful advances cis women and girls’ welfare.
204. Id.
twenty-five of the thirty-two cis competitors withdrew, citing fairness concerns. When Richards challenged the United States Tennis Association’s (USTA) attempt to ban her from the U.S. Open in 1977, the USTA raised parallel objections. Despite all of the controversy, after winning entry to the Open, Renée lost in her first round.

Identical accusations press on in recent litigation. In *Hecox v. Little*, challenging Idaho’s Fairness in Women’s Sports Act, the state defended its policy on the grounds that it was constitutional to exclude trans girls “due to unfair physiological advantages.” Likewise, in *Soule v. Connecticut Association of Schools, Inc.*, a challenge to Connecticut’s trans-inclusive athletics policies, plaintiffs contended that trans girls’ participation robbed their cis peers of “the experience of fair competition, and the opportunities for victory and the satisfaction.”

Here, inclusion is viewed as a threat to “fairness.” Put too briefly, the reasoning has three steps. Its footing is the “differences” between the sexes. From there, the next premise is that these differences cause persons assigned male at birth to possess physical prowess over persons assigned female at birth. Justice Samuel Alito suggested as much, when he characterized the *Bostock* majority opinion as “forc[ing] young women to compete against students who have a very significant biological advantage, including students who have the size and strength of a male but identify as female.” As the last step, the “physiological advantages” are said to make athletic competition “unfair.” The thinking is that cis women and girls

---


211. E.g., *Fairness in Women’s Sports Act, Idaho Code § 33-6202(8)* (2020) (citing “inherent, physiological differences between males and females”).


214. In addition to “fairness” claims, others appeal to the removal of opportunity, issues of safety, and the deprivation of representational benefits. Both the opportunity removal and safety points fail. See infra section III.G; supra section III.A.
do not have an even shot at winning.\textsuperscript{215} On that view, trans inclusion deprives cis women and girls of “an equal chance to be champions.”\textsuperscript{216} Accordingly, categorical exclusion\textsuperscript{217} is seen as the only means to ensure cis

The representational benefits claim is the most interesting and warrants closer review. It starts with the premise that seeing cis women and girls win serves important antidiscrimination goals and diminishes negative sex-stereotypes. See Doriane Lambelet Coleman, Sex in Sport, 80 L. & Contemp. Probs., no. 4, 2017, at 63, 96 [hereinafter Coleman, Sex in Sport]. Next, some argue that, conversely allowing trans women or girls to win amounts to individuals who may “look male” claiming the victory—which, they contend, would reinforce the stereotypes that “male bodies” are athletically superior. Id. at 106.

Here are three reasons for skepticism. Firstly, the argument rests on several assumptions with little by way of proof. One is that trans women are universally not—or will not be—seen as women. There is no evidence that is true. Another is that representation is only beneficial when role-model athletes share one’s exact traits. That cannot be right. Surely, persons can be inspired by an athlete, without sharing most, or any, of the traits that make the athlete successful. Finally, there is the assumption that all trans women athletes will “look like men.” Not only is that wrong as a matter of fact, but operationalizing such beliefs about what bodies look like depends on wrongful stereotyping. See infra Part IV.A.

Secondly, the logic of the justification is applied inconsistently. Lost in the accounting are the equally important representative benefits for trans girls and how those benefits are diminished by trans exclusion. For example, fifty years ago, a Black boxer’s victory in a segregated match did not have the same impact for the Black community as a victory in an interracial matchup—or did it pose the same threat to stereotypes of Black inferiority undergirding white supremacist segregation. See Boxing the Color Line, PBS Thirteen, https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/amex/colorline/features/fight-black-boxers-and-idea-great-white-hope/ [https://perma.cc/64TE-QG9Z] (last visited Oct. 10, 2022) (noting how early Black boxing champions defeating white competitors “represented the awful possibility of [B]lack superiority”). Analogously, a trans woman athlete’s win in the women’s category undercuts the stereotypes that trans people are not their asserted sex and thereby challenges structural transphobia.

Thirdly, the conclusion that trans women should be excluded doesn’t follow. Crediting for the moment the premises that trans women athletes “look like men” or that “male” and “female” bodies might or should be sorted, excluding trans women for representational reasons is counterintuitive. Even under those premises, in competitions in which cis women surpassed their trans rivals—such as Renée Richards’s initial match—or in which trans men defeated trans women—such as a 100-yard freestyle event where swimmer Iszac Henig, a trans man, beat Lia Thomas, a trans woman—the outcomes would considerably erode the stereotype of “male body” supremacy, offering the same, if not weightier, representational benefits for cis women and girls. See supra notes 205–208 and accompanying text (discussing Renée Richards’s loss in the 1977 U.S. Open); see also Katie Barnes, Lia Thomas Finishes 8th in 100-yard Freestyle, Final Race of Collegiate Swimming Career, ESPN (Mar. 19, 2022), https://www.espn.com/college-sports/story/_/id/33550045/lia-thomas-finishes-8th-100-yard-freestyle-final-race-collegiate-swimming-career [https://perma.cc/5UD4-K467] (discussing outcomes of Thomas’s 100-yard freestyle event).

215. See, e.g., Declaration of Madison Kenyon in Support of Intervention at 5, Hecox v. Little, 479 F. Supp. 3d 930 (D. Idaho 2020) (No. 1:20-cv-00184-DCN) (“Sex separation in sports helps ensure that . . . women like me . . . have a shot at winning.”). 216. Complaint, supra note 210, at 37; see also Coleman, Sex in Sport, supra note 214, at 66 (arguing trans inclusion “would mean that females were not competitive for the win”). 217. Since fourteen of the eighteen bans (77%) apply to K–12 sports, and sixteen of the eighteen apply to higher education (88%), in practice trans women and girls have essentially been excluded from women’s and girls’ sports altogether. See Movement Advancement Project, supra note 203.
women and girls “do not become sideline spectators of their own sports.” 218

From this sketch, can it ever be fair for trans girls and women to participate in competitive sports against their cisgender counterparts? Absolutely.

Let’s set aside the easier cases first. Exclusion ignores the fact that, prior to puberty, athletic performance is statistically indistinguishable. 219 Studies reviewing sex-related divergences indicate that it is only after the age of eleven to twelve that performance differentiates. 220 Notwithstanding that, more than 75% of states with trans sports bans have policies that prohibit transgender girls’ participation from the kindergarten level upwards. 221 Slightly less expansive, Tennessee’s ban also covers students under eleven. 222 As far as prepubescent transgender girls go, the arguments are overbroad for being scientifically unsupported. 223

Exclusion also overlooks trans athletes who employ hormone blockers prior to puberty. Commentators have claimed that, even with hormone blockers, trans women and girls still have an unfair advantage over their cis counterparts. 224 That cannot be. Again, the alleged concern is “advantage” traceable to puberty. So that class of trans athletes cannot have such an advantage, since they did not experience the effects of pubertal


220. E.g., David J. Handelsman, Sex Differences in Athletic Performance Emerge Coinciding With the Onset of Male Puberty, 87 Clinical Endocrinology 68, 70 (2017) (finding “the gender divergence in performance . . . aligned to the timing of the onset of male puberty, which typically has onset at around 12 years of age”).

221. Movement Advancement Project, supra note 203.

222. See Tenn. Code Ann. § 49-6-310 (2020) (covering any “school in which any combination of grades five through eight (5-8) are taught”).


Applied to athletes on blockers, therefore, the arguments fall apart.226

The more fraught cases involve athletes who are experiencing, or who have experienced, the onset of puberty. At that juncture, the argument picks up a few more moving parts, centered around what testosterone is thought to do:227 underscoring differences between testosterone levels; attributing the “average 10–12% performance gap” between cis male and female athletes to “the bimodal and non-overlapping production of testosterone”;228 and asserting that the disparities in testosterone and performance carry over for trans women and girls. Together, those additions are said to mean pubertal and postpubertal trans athletes have an unfair advantage against cis women and girls that necessitates their exclusion.

That seems simple enough at first glance. On closer review, however, there are several sticking points in the reasoning. In order to see them, imagine a five-person final at a high school young women’s swim meet. Assume that all of the swimmers are seventeen years old, and that three are cis and two are trans. Here is the lineup:

Lane 1: Swimmer A, who is cisgender, attends a school with a two-day-a-week swim program. She frequently misses training due to her after-school job. A has been swimming competitively for two years.

Lane 2: Swimmer B, who is cisgender, attends a school with a four-day-a-week swim program. At home, a nutritionist prepares her meals designed to support sports performance, and on the days B doesn’t train with the school team, she does in-pool and dry-land training with a private coach in her private pool and home gym. For the past five years B has attended various swim camps and training clinics, often featuring Olympic swim team coaches. Furthermore, during competitions, B wears a privately purchased $500 tech suit, accepted by the High School Athletics Association, that has been shown to improve swim performance by up to 3.2%.229 To top it all off, B has been swimming competitively for ten years.


226. See NCAA Office of Inclusion, NCAA Inclusion of Transgender Student-Athletes 7 (2011) [https://ncaorg.s3.amazonaws.com/inclusion/lgbtq/INC_TransgenderHandbook.pdf] (stating trans girls who did “not go through a male puberty” do not “raise the same equity concerns that arise when transgender women transition after puberty”); Doriane Lambelet Coleman, Michael J. Joyner & Donna Lopiano, Re-Affirming the Value of the Sports Exception to Title IX’s General Non-Discrimination Rule, 27 Duke J. Gender L. & Pol’y 69, 122 (2020) (“[T]ransgender women and girls should not be excluded from girls’ and women’s sport if they have not gone through any part of male puberty.”).

227. See Sharrow, supra note 137, at 14 (explaining the reasoning).

228. Coleman, Sex in Sport, supra note 214, at 74.

Lane 3: Swimmer C, who is cisgender, stands a foot taller than the others. Due to the genetic lottery, her wingspan is unusually large (meaning her stroke reach is longer), she has a lung capacity larger than the other swimmers (meaning her lungs receive more oxygen), and her legs are longer (meaning she kicks off the wall after a lap faster).

Lane 4: Swimmer D, who is transgender, has been undergoing hormonal intervention for a year. Her testosterone levels are within the average range of her cis female peers, and she has started hormone therapy with estrogen.

Lane 5: Swimmer E, who is transgender, has had no hormonal intervention whatsoever.

Now, according to CWP claims, it is fine for swimmers A, B, or C to win. With “fairness” and “advantage” being the asserted concerns, it would seem that B or C taking the gold should give pause.

Definitionally, B has an “advantage” over A. Accepting B’s win means that the CWP hitch is not that any advantage is “unfair.” More to the point, B’s win would be considered acceptable even if her advantage over A was, to use Justice Alito’s words, “very significant.” Said differently, the problem also isn’t that disproportionate advantages are unfair per se. Without a distinguishing factor between those tied to biology, and those associated with access to financial resources, nutrition, coaching, facilities, or opportunity, the purported concerns are underinclusive. Oddly, the arguments don’t appear to offer any such distinction.

On the facts, C has an advantage over the other swimmers. Her win is acceptable too, meaning “biological advantages” are not the issue. Nothing about that is particularly surprising. What is unclear, however, is why some biological advantages are allowable and others are not. In other words, what exactly is the dividing line between the two? Professors Veronica Ivy and Aryn Conrad aptly emphasize, “We permit tall women to compete with large competitive advantages against short women in sports that heavily select for being tall . . . . And we call such competition ‘fair’, even though height is a natural physical characteristic that can confer large competitive advantages . . . .”

B and C have helpfully narrowed the focus. How about the trans athletes: D, who has undergone hormone intervention, and E, who has not?

231. See Veronica Ivy & Aryn Conrad, Including Trans Women Athletes in Competitive Sport: Analyzing the Science, Law, and Principles and Policies of Fairness in Competition, Phil. Topics, Fall 2018, at 103, 138 (“Fairness cannot require the elimination of all significant competitive advantages.”).
232. Veronica Ivy, If “Ifs” and “Buts” Were Candy and Nuts: The Failure of Arguments Against Trans and Intersex Women’s Full and Equal Inclusion in Women’s Sport, 7 Feminist Phil. Q., no. 2, art. 3, 2021, at 1, 94 n.61 (“We already permit huge competitive advantages on the basis of natural physical traits as well as sociological and economic factors.”).
233. Ivy & Conrad, supra note 231, at 123.
Excluding D ignores the science on the athletic performance of trans athletes undertaking hormone therapy. Sports bans in five states cited a not-yet-peer reviewed study to support the claim that the “benefits that natural testosterone provides to male athletes is not diminished through the use of puberty blockers and cross-sex hormones.”\(^{234}\) Contra that account, scientific evidence does in fact demonstrate that the physiological effects of testosterone dissipate with intrapubertal hormonal suppression and estrogen.\(^{235}\) Quite tellingly, the study on which the aforementioned bills relied removed the supporting statement prior to publication.\(^{236}\) Moreover, a categorical ban is incomplete for failing to consider how transition may actually disadvantage trans athletes. In other words, there is a real possibility that the side effects of hormonal intervention may actually impose performance disadvantages on trans athletes.\(^{237}\) Putting these points together, we still do not have a solid case for excluding D.

Truthfully, swimmer E—who has not transitioned medically—is the person CWP arguments primarily take issue with. Taking fairness as the goal, if there was direct evidence establishing such an athlete had an unfair advantage against cis women, worries might be understandable. There isn’t. The evidence is all circumstantial.\(^{238}\) As it stands, there is no “direct physiological performance-data for transgender females,” that could support prohibiting any of them from women and girls’ athletics.\(^{239}\) Said plainly, the arguments lack direct proof of the “biological advantages” claimed to warrant keeping E out of the race.\(^{240}\)

\(^{234}\) Sharrow, supra note 137, at 14 (collecting bills).

\(^{235}\) Compare Timothy A. Roberts, Joshua Smalley & Dale Ahrendt, Effect of Gender Affirming Hormones on Athletic Performance in Transwomen and Transmen: Implications for Sporting Organizations and Legislators, 55 British J. Sports Med. 577, 577 (2021) (finding the athletic advantage that trans women had over persons assigned female at birth declined with feminizing therapy), with Joanna Marie Harper, Race Times for Transgender Athletes, 6 J. Sporting Cultures & Identities 1, 4 (2015) (finding that the age-graded scores for eight transgender female runners were the same before and after they transitioned).

\(^{236}\) See Hecox v. Little, 479 F. Supp. 3d 930, 981 (D. Idaho 2020) (“[T]he study cited in support of this proposition was later altered after peer review, and the conclusions the legislature relied upon were removed.”).

\(^{237}\) See Coleman et al., supra note 226, at 97–98.


\(^{239}\) Bethany A. Jones, Jon Arcelus, Walter Pierre Bouman & Emma Haycraft, Authors’ Reply to Richardson and Chen: Comment on “Sport and Transgender People: A Systematic Review of the Literature Relating to Sport Participation and Competitive Sport Policies”, 50 Sports Med. 1861, 1861 (2020) (writing whether trans “athletes do have an unfair advantage” is a “question that remains unanswered”).

\(^{240}\) See Benjamin James Ingram & Connie Lynn Thomas, Transgender Policy in Sport, A Review of Current Policy and Commentary of the Challenges of Policy Creation, 18 Current Sports Med. Repts. 239, 244 (2019) (noting the “noticeable paucity of medical literature establishing a scientific basis for determining advantage, or lack thereof, for transgender
CWP arguments attempt to bridge the gap by pointing to the differences in testosterone levels between cis men and cis women. That workaround assumes, of course, that trans women like E are equivalent to—and therefore, interchangeable with—cis men (at least physiologically). 241 Grounding exclusionary policies on unproven assumptions is undoubtedly problematic. Putting that aside, the evidence on effects of testosterone is ambiguous. Most studies find it an inaccurate predictor of athletic performance. 242 Those that do find links between testosterone and traits thought to be beneficial for sports caution that the hormone “does not necessarily translate to overall improved performance or demonstrate causation.” 243

None of this is to say the asserted performance differentials between cis women and cis men do not exist. They do. Accepting arguendo that they apply to postpubertal trans women athletes, excluding E still relies on a series of unsubstantiated assumptions. First, it is wrong to assume that any physical traits are necessary or sufficient for any specific sport. 244 “[P]hysiology alone,” Professor Erin Buzuvis correctly reminds us, “does not predict athletic performance.” 245 Many other factors, including sheer skill, training, motivation, dedication, coaching, and nutrition play a part. 246 Second, whether physiology grants trans women any advantages will depend on the individual sport. Opposing a trans woman’s entry as a rule, because her height falls above the average or upper range of cis women’s statistics, is irrational where the sport in question is women’s...
chess, or women’s shooting. Third, again, physiology may be a disad-

vantage, like when Cecé Telfer, a trans hurdler, expressed that her height

and stride length are a hindrance in women’s hurdles races.247

Bringing these factors together, at most, the arguments are only able
to establish that some postpubertal trans women, who have not undergone
medical intervention, could have traits that may or may not confer an ad-
vantage in some sports. That says nothing about E’s eligibility. Without as-

cessment of individual circumstances—which the infinitesimal number of

trans women athletes would make easy to operationalize248—there are still

not sufficient grounds to automatically ban E.

The point can be pressed even further. Even if the underlying claim
that E has performance advantages in swimming due to puberty is shown
to be true in a particular case, it still does not make the case for excluding
her. That is not as radical as it seems at first glance. Athletic governance
bodies have well-known and widely accepted counterweighing practices to
ensure a relatively even playing field.249 Golf, for example, distributes
swings among players to balance skill levels. Wrestling, likewise, balances
athletes by weight. Applying such competitive redistribution to offset for
whatever advantage E is found to have would still allow her participation,
while preserving the fairness the arguments seek.


To preempt the objection that individual assessments are too cost prohibitive to im-
plicate, here are some important factors suggesting otherwise. Outside funding would
help lower the costs substantially, especially since investing in assessment procedures aligns
with various parties’ interests. Additionally, significant funding is already directed at the is-

sue, without cis girls actually receiving any benefit. Between 2019 and 2020, a single political
interest group, the American Principles Project, spent $5.6 million in local election cam-
paign ads almost entirely focused on trans exclusion in sports, with plans to spend up to $6
million campaigning on the same theme during the 2022 midterms. See Madeleine Carlisle, Inside the Right-Wing Movement to Ban Trans Youth in Sports, TIME (May 16, 2022), https://time.com/6176799/trans-sports-bans-conservative-movement/ [https://perma.cc/XZN3-3KAC]. Surely, if the concern about fairness is genuine—as
opposed to merely serving as a means of galvanizing voters—diverting even a portion
of that combined $11.6 million ad spend to policies that actually protect fairness in
sports is not unreasonable ask.

C. Respite and Rehabilitation: The “Trauma” Arguments

Trans women’s inclusion in congregate living settings—namely housing for the vulnerable and housing in women’s prisons—has formed another flashpoint. In Downtown Hope Center v. Anchorage, a faith-based homeless shelter for women in Alaska refused shelter to a transgender woman, prompting a discrimination investigation by the Anchorage Equal Rights Commission. Represented by an anti-LGBTQ Christian advocacy group, Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF), attorneys argued that the Equal Rights Commission sought to “force the Hope Center to . . . allow biological men into its women’s shelter.” Descriptions of transgender women as a danger to cis women’s emotional wellbeing permeated the filings. The Hope Center alleged that it “only accepts biological women to protect the physical, psychological, and emotional safety of the women seeking refuge from abuse, primarily from men.” Concurrently, the Center undertook an extensive public relations campaign, emphasizing an inverse relationship between trans inclusion and refuge for vulnerable cis women. In other instances, ADF equated nondiscrimination to sexist violence, describing the Equal Rights Commission’s investigation as an “attack on hurting women.”

Appeals to trauma also appear in federal lawmaking. When the Trump Administration’s HUD proposed a rule allowing shelters to restrict access to transgender persons, hundreds of comments defended the restrictions as essential for preventing retraumatization. In a form witness

251. Id. at 4–5; see also Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction at 16, Downtown Soup Kitchen, 406 F. Supp. 3d 776 (No. 3:18-cv-00190-SLG), 2018 WL 1079616.
252. Complaint, supra note 250, at 8; see also Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff’s Motion for Preliminary Injunction, supra note 251, at 16.
256. E.g., Mary Brownlee, Comment on Proposed HUD Rule to Make Admission Determinations Based on Sex (Sept. 19, 2020), https://www.regulations.gov/comment/HUD-2020-0047-17193 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (arguing it would “compound the psychological crises of some victims”); Lorie Martin, Comment on Proposed HUD Rule to Make Admission Determinations Based on Sex (Sept. 24, 2020), https://www.regulations.gov/comment/HUD-2020-0047-15933 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (“Real women and girls who have been traumatized are only further traumatized when men [sic] who claim to be women are given access to women’s spaces.”); Jennifer Pepper, Comment
statement submitted over three hundred times, commenters relayed that trans exclusion was “critical for women seeking to heal from the trauma of sexual and physical abuse.”

At a state level, the Maine legislature introduced the now-failed Bill 1238, which, had it passed, would offer an exemption to nondiscrimination provisions for any facility “that provides emergency shelter to women or temporary residence to women who are in reasonable fear of their safety.” Speaking in favor of the bill, the trans-antagonistic radical feminist advocacy group Women’s Liberation Front (WoLF) suggested that trans-inclusive policies could retraumatize “the most vulnerable in society.” Other supporters took the cue. The most explicit witness strongly admonished that cis women must “have access to single-sex shelters where they can heal without the added trauma of a 6-foot stranger with a deep voice and 5-o’clock-shadow in the next bed.”

With regards to sex-segregated prisons, only about 3% of all incarcerated trans persons are housed in gender-appropriate state facilities, and as a result, assertions of psychological threats stemming from transgender persons’ placement in women’s correctional facilities are less common. Even so, the topic has occasionally surfaced. In 2008, Patricia Wright, a cis woman then incarcerated in the Central California Women’s Facility (CCWF) filed a grievance against the transfer of a transgender prisoner,

---

258. Me. Leg. 1238, 130th Leg., 1st Sess. (Me. 2021).  
Sherri Masbruch. Wright alleged that Masbruch was “just . . . a man [sic] without a penis,” since “his [sic] DNA still read[ed] and show[ed] him [sic] to be a male, that of which God made him [sic].” Contending that Masbruch’s presence caused her “constant panic attacks,” Wright’s complaint resolved: “I will not be able to sleep easy until I am far away from this animal.” Striking a similar chord, a 2019 complaint argued being housed with trans women constituted cruel and unusual punishment, since women were “forced to hear male voices in their living spaces, see men in their living spaces . . . and directly interact with a roommate who is obviously male. This retraumatizes the female born inmate and has a significant, negative impact on the mental well-being of female born inmates.”

Across these examples, the focal point is the intangible effects of trans presences. To be clear, the notion that exposure to trans bodies is psychologically harmful is not especially unique. For example, one Harris Funeral Homes commentator’s peculiar emphasis that Aimee Stephens’s “sharing a bathroom with grieving widows would cause them further discomfort,” gestured in that direction. What sets these arguments apart is the zeroing in on acutely vulnerable persons. That move has dual effects. For one, it appeals to avoiding additional harm to an already victimized group. And, for two, it plays to the intuition that traumatized persons are inculpable for their triggers. Read in unison, those points are meant

---

264. CDCR 602 Inmate/Parolee Appeal Form, Patricia Wright (CCWF Nov. 18, 2008).
265. Id. at 2.
266. Id. at 2, 4.
267. Guy Complaint, supra note 263, at 8.
268. Professor Dean Spade recognized years ago that, particularly in shelter and prison contexts, the trauma arguments are typically informed by a variant of the safety arguments previously addressed—that residents and prisoners who are trans are a physical threat to those who are cis women. See Dean Spade, Documenting Gender, 59 Hastings L.J. 731, 809–12 (2008). For the purposes of this section’s analysis, the ancillary safety arguments have been set aside. Nonetheless, because safety issues already exist in segregated facilities, if the goal is truly to protect the vulnerable, “supervision,” rather than “segregation,” is the more appropriate response. Id. at 812.
270. Brief for Defend My Privacy et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents at 7, Bostock v. Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 1731 (2020) (No. 17-1618), 2019 WL 4014068 (“Establishing safe spaces free from such [triggers] is the most urgent aspect of treating trauma survivors, because if they don’t feel safe, it can significantly set back recovery.”) (hereinafter DMP Bostock Brief).
to fend against any exceptions to trans exclusion, since any trans women’s presence risks unintentionally retraumatizing the already vulnerable cis women victims.272

Certainly, the driving motivations are not unfounded. Women face appallingly high rates of victimization. In their lifetimes, 1 in 3 women will experience sexual violence, physical violence, or stalking at the hands of an intimate partner, 1 in 5 women will experience completed or attempted rape, and stalking will cause almost 1 in 6 women fear.273 The #MeToo movement shed a much-needed light on the startling frequency at which women face sexual harassment and assault, verbal harassment, and unwanted touching.274 Also relevant, marked rates of unhoused women report abuse and trauma as the cause of their homelessness.275

These statistics are deeply troubling, as are the real-life impacts that numbers alone do not adequately capture. That being said, it is prudent to press the asserted aims behind CWP shelter and prison placement policies. Doing so reveals some inconsistent commitments and unusual line drawing that provide reasons to have misgivings.

272. E.g., Kathleen Hanover, Comment on Proposed HUD Rule to Make Admission Determinations Based on Sex (Sept. 28, 2020), https://www.regulations.gov/comment/HUD-2020-0047-17107 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (“No amount of makeup or cosmetic surgery can change a larger, heavier, stronger, and faster man [sic] into someone that a female victim of violence won’t perceive as a man, and find traumatizing.”); Brittany Regula, Comment on Proposed HUD Rule to Make Admission Determinations Based on Sex (Oct. 2, 2020), https://www.regulations.gov/comment/HUD-2020-0047-17221 (on file with the Columbia Law Review) (“The women who seek out these shelters are extremely vulnerable, for some just being housed with a male bodied person could traumatic.”).


Could the goal be to entirely prevent victims from being retraumatized? Unlikely. Given trauma’s complexity, anything can be a trigger.\textsuperscript{276} That includes other non-trans residents and shelter staff members.\textsuperscript{277}

Perhaps some triggers are statistical outliers, while others are not? Re-framed in this way, the aim could be to significantly reduce the likelihood that residents and incarcerated women will be retraumatized. Even so, that retelling still misses several common triggers.\textsuperscript{278} Hence, likelihood alone cannot not suffice.

Alternatively, the tack most arguments appear to take is to hierarchize, such that the trauma resulting from sexual victimization and intimate partner violence (IPV) is distinctive. Expressed more directly: Is the goal to prevent women with those specific traumas from being triggered? That interpretation only convinces if we assume victimization by cis men. Statistics on woman-to-woman IPV disprove that notion. Lesbians are more likely to experience IPV than their heterosexual counterparts.\textsuperscript{279} They are also overrepresented in homeless and incarcerated populations.\textsuperscript{280} Accommodating those victims therefore presents some complications. Still, shelters would not exclude every other woman to avoid triggering the victims of same-sex IPV.\textsuperscript{281} Neither would women’s prisons, despite the fact that the chances of being assaulted by a cis woman inmate—and consequently being retraumatized—are significantly higher than being assaulted by a cis woman.


\textsuperscript{277} Letter from Ali Lovejoy, Vice President of Soc. Work, Preble St., to Me. Comm.on Judiciary (May 19, 2021) (on file with the \textit{Columbia Law Review}) (giving examples).

\textsuperscript{278} Darke & Cope, supra note 276, at 86.


male guard.\textsuperscript{282} That being the case, it is underinclusive to exclude trans women on the logic that victims should not be exposed to persons they view as being in the category of their victimizers.\textsuperscript{283}

Where do these inconsistencies leave the argument? Much of the argument’s persuasive force, gained through the focus on particularly vulnerable women, tempers meaningfully. Singling out transgender women looks unjustified insofar as one accepts exposing survivors—the many victims of same-sex violence especially—to a wide range of equally retraumatizing situations. With that as ground, it can be recognized that the probability of being retraumatized by trans persons’ presence is difficult to pin down. There is no way of telling whether or how many cis women residents will be affected by sharing spaces with transgender residents. In light of this gap, the more appropriate path forward would be to make accommodations for trauma victims as the spaces already do for other triggers, rather than branding an entire class a trigger.\textsuperscript{284}

D. Community Building: The “Disruption” Arguments

Questions of how trans women’s attendance might affect women’s colleges gained national attention in 2012, when Smith College rejected applicant Calliope Wong for being assigned male at birth.\textsuperscript{285} In the years that followed, women’s colleges began adopting formal admissions policies allowing trans female applicants and, today, twenty-six of the thirty-nine Women’s College Coalition (WCC) member institutions in the United States have policies allowing trans female admission.\textsuperscript{286}

\begin{flushleft}


\end{flushleft}
Not everyone has supported the trend. A vocal minority of alumnae have taken issue, framing trans women’s attendance as threatening women’s college’s “institutional mission to empower women.” As an illustration: In an open letter to Smith College, lawyer and activist Elizabeth Hungerford argued that allowing trans women to enroll would undercut the benefits cis women receive. Contending that admitted trans women “may retain offensive, stereotypical ideas about what ‘being a woman’ means,” she warned that trans students would change the classroom dynamic by “talk[ing] loudly over [cis women] or on behalf of women while looking and sounding exactly like men.”

In this context, the move is to frame trans persons’ presences as disruptive. Essentially, the claim is that transfolk may drastically alter the structure of single-sex spaces. Thus, trans inclusion conflicts with cis women’s interests, since it jeopardizes women’s colleges’ ability to “offer[] unique opportunities for women to explore the world and expand their minds.”

These justifications are not new. Disruption concerns were used to justify racial segregation, the exclusion of Black people, gay people, women, or transgender persons from the military, and women’s exclusion from previously all-male institutions. The arguments were previously dismissed and for the same reasons, they should fail today.


289. Id.

290. Id.


It isn’t clear that admitting trans women: (1) forces the institutions to change their goals or aims in any way; or (2) deprives cis women of any of the benefits associated with single-sex environments. To the first point, one would have to assume that acceptance of transgender women is inherently antithetical to the goal of supporting women. Simply, that isn’t true.294 To the contrary, women’s colleges that have admitted trans women have reported that trans inclusion “fits naturally” within their missions to educate and empower women.295 Evidence from educators at trans-inclusive women’s institutions likewise refutes the second point. Mills College, the first women’s college adopting a trans-inclusive admissions policy, confirmed, “Admitting transgender women has not significantly altered the classroom environment,”296 and in fact, has enhanced it.297 Based on those reports disruption concerns are, in a word, unfounded.

294. Cf. Erwin Chemerinsky & Catherine Fisk, The Expressive Interest of Associations, 9 Wm. & Mary Bill of Rts. J. 595, 602–03 (2001) (“That a Catholic university employs a Jew as a law professor does not undermine the ability of the president or trustees of the university to express their views on religion, nor does it connote that the university has somehow abandoned its commitment to Catholicism.”).


296. Brief for Mills College as Amici Curiae Supporting Respondents, supra note 295, at 3.

297. See id.
E. Representation: The “Distorted Statistics” Argument

WoLF can largely be credited with the body of arguments that trans inclusion infringes cis women’s right to accurate information. In multiple statements, the organization has echoed the identical warning that trans inclusion will “skew” or “wreak havoc” on important statistics.

Two specific problems are raised. One is crime data. A comment on proposed rulemaking warned recording trans women as women would render “crime statistics that are crucial in the fight to end violence against women” unusable, or worse, even “help individual violent men to evade law enforcement efforts at apprehending them.”

Another is health care. In a recent article, philosopher Kathleen Stock predicted “informational confusion” arising from trans-inclusive statistics. As an example, she offered a hypothetical “campaign to reduce cervical cancer . . . focusing only on the behaviour of ‘cervix-havers,’ but not at any point conceptualising this as the behaviour of women.” The campaign would fail, in Stock’s telling, because it would ignore “a wide range of characteristics and behaviours in virtue of . . . womanhood” that would be “useful to the health campaign.”

The arguments on crime statistics hinge on the belief that recording transgender women as women simultaneously disallows recording sex assigned at birth. Nothing requires that. It is possible, if not exceedingly likely, that trans inclusive recording will be additive. Just as including additional racial and ethnic categories to police data recordings allowed for

---


299. See, e.g., WoLF Boyertown Brief, supra note 298, at 12 (noting examples of statistics that would be affected).


301. See Kara Dansky, The Abolition of Sex 59 (2021).


303. Id. at 44.

304. Id.
more accurate crime and crime victimization tracking in the past, recording gender could expand and improve tracking as well.\(^{305}\) In fact, to the extent that those advocating CWP and trans-antagonistic positions wish to track transgender-related criminal statistics—in order to buttress their exclusionary efforts—trans-inclusive collection would offer them the very data they seek.\(^{306}\)

Trans exclusion has its own statistical costs in medical and healthcare settings. Stock’s hypothetical ignores the costs a cervical cancer campaign limited to cis women would have. To wit, the campaign would exclude any persons with cervixes who are not women. It would ignore, for instance, nonbinary persons and trans men who, in Stock’s words, would not conform with the “wide range of characteristics and behaviours in virtue of . . . womanhood.”\(^{307}\) Thus, if the motivation behind the distorted statistics argument is to collect the most accurate data possible, the argument is self-defeating; a trans-exclusionary campaign would result in less-inclusive and therefore less-valuable data.

F. Voices: The “Silencing” Arguments

Some arguments assert that transgender equality threatens cis women and girls’ free speech rights. They suggest that, directly and indirectly, cis women and girls’ speech on transgender issues is suppressed. Laid out in more detail, the sources of suppression arise through: (i) publication; (ii) de-platforming; (iii) court instructions; (iv) social and economic sanctions; and (v) chilling effects on speech. Each will be reviewed in turn, with related doctrinal commentary provided in footnotes.

By a first gloss, cis women face viewpoint suppression in publishing. Alluding to a “scheme[]” of censorship, Professor W. Burlette Carter took “the paucity of law review articles offering different viewpoints on transgender issues” as a strong signal that “something is awry.”\(^{308}\) Another commentator characterized unpaid student editors’ 2021 decision to collectively resign from Duke Law School’s Law and Contemporary Problems, rather than publish a trans-critical piece by philosopher Kathleen Stock, as an example of “censorship.”\(^{309}\)

---


\(^{306}\) So far, such advocates have only been able to rely on anecdotal evidence to support their claims. See, e.g., Dansky, supra note 301, at 57–60.

\(^{307}\) Stock, supra note 302, at 44.


A few problems arise. For a start, these portrayals overlook conflicting interests on the other side of the ledger. Cis women’s speech cannot override publications’ right to choose who or what they publish. Nor can it entitle them to force specific third parties to participate in that publication process; doing so would infringe the third parties’ autonomy and, insofar as their refusal is expressive, their free speech is as well. Furthermore, not having the venue of one’s choice does not equate to being silenced.

In a second telling, de-platforming—social media companies’ restriction of user access—is framed as a restriction on speech. Attorney Christen Price explained that “Twitter bans women for saying that men are not women, even though men routinely use Twitter—without apparent consequence—to threaten the women for speaking out in the first place.” Price’s sentiments are at least partly supported. Journalist Meghan Murphy sued Twitter when she was permanently banned for a violating the platform’s harassment policy against misgendering.

The forum is different, but the snags are not. This version runs into the same problems as the last. Private companies have a right to editorial control, alongside the right to refuse hosting speech they find discriminatory. Furthermore, with thousands of substitutes, nothing prevents deplatformed users from voicing their opinions elsewhere.


313. Price, supra note 174, at 1558.


A third way of thinking accuses legal institutions of subduing cis women’s voices. WoLF has raised the example of a court’s barring attorneys from misgendering trans parties as proof that trans equality “deprives women who appear before the court of the ability to speak accurately about the issues they face as a sex-class.”

Lack of contextual awareness dooms this version of the argument. For practical reasons, judges should have the right to control speech during proceedings. Judges also have an interest in maintaining public confidence in the judiciary by disallowing discriminatory or even discourteous speech in court. Allowing cis women to misgender stands at odds with those important interests and risks giving the appearance of judicial bias. Beyond that, WoLF disfigures the example it cites. The referenced court narrowly prevented the verbal abuse of trans parties, which had no impact on the attorneys’ arguments; characterizing the judge’s civility instruction as a deprivation of “accuracy” is purely untrue.

The fourth line says cis women face economic and social sanctions for advocating trans-antagonistic views. Examples cited include cis women being terminated by private employers, facing in-person protests or heckling, or being publicly denounced or criticized for their views.

---


317. Speech in court has always been necessarily, and constitutionally, limited. Gentile v. State Bar of Nev., 501 U.S. 1030, 1071 (1991) (“It is unquestionable that in the courtroom itself, during a judicial proceeding, whatever right to ‘free speech’ an attorney has is extremely circumscribed.”); Mezibov v. Allen, 411 F.3d 712, 718 (6th Cir. 2005) (finding “the First Amendment rights of everyone (attorneys included) are at their constitutional nadir” in court (citation omitted)). Moreover, judges have a duty to require those before them to be dignified, respectful, and courteous during the adversary process. See Jud. Conf., Code of Conduct for United States Judges 6 (2019), https://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/code_of_conduct_for_united_states_judges_effective_march_12_2019.pdf [https://perma.cc/KNE9-3ALJ] (Canon 3(A)(3)).


321. See, e.g., WoLF Meriwether Brief, supra note 316, at 3–4; Women’s Liberation Front, Petition for Rulemaking to Protect the Title IX Rights of Women and Girls at 6 (Feb. 8, 2021), https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f292e74d8342386a7ebe32/1/6022e55ee05fe1ef69187d6/1612899681917/Petition+for+Rulemakings+to+Protect+the+Title+IX+Rights+of+Women+and+Girls+(with+Exhibits)+2-8-21.pdf [https://perma.cc/GCB3-VJFU].

322. For instance, ADF’s general counsel, Kristen Waggoner, was protested at Yale Law School. Mark Joseph Stern, The Truth About the Yale Law Protest that Prompted a Federal
This gun isn’t smoking. At an elemental level, the very idea of speech expects response. Setting aside harassment and threats of physical violence, which are contemptable for distinct reasons, none of the proffered examples amount to silencing; rather, they are reactions that CWP advocates dislike. Insulating speakers from nonviolent reactions to their speech would itself suppress speech. In cases of termination, private employers should be allowed to expressively disassociate with employees whose views are at odds with their principles. In typical cases of heckling and counterprotests, third parties have just as robust a right to counter-speak. Again, setting aside threats and harassment, it cannot be said that most reactions—regardless of how unpleasant—have stifled cis women’s voices.

Related to the prior, the final iteration of the argument similarly claims that speech is chilled. By this account, cis girls and women self-censor their opinions on trans-related topics because they fear being socially ostracized or vilified. With increasing frequency, the argument is raised in discussions about sports. Representative Barbara Dittrich remarked that cis women were afraid to testify in support of Wisconsin’s sports bill, having been “shamed into silence.” Members of the University of Pennsylvania women’s swim team shared their opposition to Lia Thomas’s inclusion anonymously, out of concern that they would be labeled “transphobic.” And Christina Mitchell, the mother of a plaintiff in Soule, spoke of the chilling effect of “accus[ations]. . . of discrimination, bigotry, and human rights violations.”

323. The sanctions described are analogous to boycotts of individuals, which are constitutionally protected. See NAACP v. Claiborne Hardware Co., 458 U.S. 886, 908–09 (1982).
325. If the public platform has been offered—that is, the actual speech has not been canceled by the hosting institution—the First Amendment requirements have been met. See Alyson R. Hamby, Note, You Are Not Cordially Invited: How Universities Maintain First Amendment Rights and Safety in the Midst of Controversial On-Campus Speakers, 104 Cornell L. Rev. 287, 295 (2018).
Much of this version has real persuasive force. It is right that social dynamics do restrict the voices of women and girls through self-censorship. For this reason, it is also right to worry about social pressure’s effects on women’s speech. It is wrong, however, to attribute the chilling effect to trans equality. That is more appropriately credited to a larger polarized atmosphere where it has become acceptable to vilify those with whose views we disagree. Consequently, the solution to the issues raised by the final argument must be to demand more civil forms of public discourse—not to oppose trans rights.

G. Advancement: The “Dilution,” “Undeserved Access,” and “Gender Fraud” Arguments

Several arguments cluster around concerns about how transgender women’s access to scholarships, preferences, and set-asides will affect cisgender women and girls. They are captured in the following statement made by feminist author, Meghan Murphy:

If we say that a man [sic] is a woman because of something as vague as a feeling or because he [sic] chooses to take on stereotypically feminine traits, what impact does that have on women’s rights and protections? Should he [sic] be allowed to apply for positions and grants specifically reserved for women, based on the knowledge that women are underrepresented or marginalized in male-dominated fields or programs and based on the fact that women are paid less than men and often will be fired or not hired in the first place because they get pregnant or because it is assumed they may become pregnant one day?

Murphy’s statement folds together three innuendos. One is about dilution: that transgender women dilute access to resources set aside for women. Another pertains to trans women’s deservedness: suggesting that transgender women do not merit access to resources set aside for women. Far more subtly, the last is an anxiety about fraud: in the backdrop of the former two allusions, anxieties linger pertaining to worries that some cis...
men will falsely claim transgender status to gain access to resources that have been set aside for women.

1. *Dilution.* — The first subargument contends that allowing trans women to access remedial resources dilutes the limited pool of resources available for cis females and, as a result, deprives them of opportunities.\(^{333}\) Along those lines, one brief stated that “the very preferences used to . . . encourage women’s education—most importantly . . . scholarships for women—will[] . . . [now] now be reduced by the demands of any men who ‘identify’ as [women.]”\(^{334}\) On such accounts, trans women’s access to women’s scholarships would mean “the loss of an indispensable tool in [women’s] struggle to achieve equality in education.”\(^{335}\)

The strength of the argument lies in its simplicity. Intuitively, more persons making use of the same resources means less access for everyone.

The argument’s strength is also its downfall; it oversimplifies. If the underpinning worry is about swaths of transgender women overwhelming the pool of scholarships set aside for women, then quantifying what the potential “dilution” actually looks like is important. According to the best estimates, 0.6% of the adult population in the United States, or around 1.4 million persons, is transgender.\(^{336}\) By contrast, 50.8%, or 162.06 million persons, is assigned female at birth. That any women’s scholarship applicant is substantially more likely to be cisgender than transgender indicates any potential dilution will be trivial, at best.

Nonetheless, if the contention is that any dilution is a problem, holding all else constant, then the argument makes its point. It would be remiss not to note, however, why that deliberately narrow rendering relies on a false choice.\(^{337}\) Expanding the pool of scholarships set aside for women (cis and trans) would easily offset any “dilution,” since just on the numbers, any increase is significantly more likely to benefit a cis woman than one who is trans.

---


334. WoLF Adams Brief, supra note 298, at 11; WoLF Boyertown Brief, supra note 298, at 15–16 (arguing trans women and girls would undercut women and girls’ access to educational resources).

335. WoLF & FPA Grimm Brief, supra note 298, at 3.


337. Once more, political groups have spent millions campaigning against trans inclusion, claiming to support cis women and girls. See supra note 248 and accompanying text. If the concerns are in fact genuine, contributing a portion of those funds to the pool of resources that actually benefit cis women and girls directly is not an unreasonable ask.
2. Undeserved Access. — The next subargument homes in on whether transgender women and girls are worthy of scholarships, preferences, and set-asides. On those accounts, collectively, these scholarships, preferences, and remedial set-asides were implemented strictly to remedy the discrimination faced by cis women and girls. Accordingly, because they are supposedly not victims of that discrimination, transgender women are not the intended beneficiaries.

Whether the argument works requires case-by-case evaluation, turning on the purpose of the specific scholarship, preference, or set-aside. Hypothetically, at least, in instances where they are designed to combat specific elements of the discrimination faced by women, then it is conceded that some might take some issue with granting trans women access. Depending on the details, trans women may not be suitable beneficiaries for a resource specifically focused on the biological aspects of pregnancy. Though, they—and all parents—would be appropriate recipients of a benefit covering pregnancy’s non-biological facets.

By contrast, the goal of most women’s scholarships, preferences, and set-asides is not so specific. There, the purpose of the efforts is to provide women with equal opportunities, support women’s career and educational pursuits, and promote women’s progress and visibility in society by rectifying the harms of misogyny and the devaluation of the feminine. With that in mind, it is difficult to see why trans women do not deserve access to them.

A brief thought experiment will show why. Imagine Sandra, a woman, who for the majority of her life has considered herself heterosexual. In her senior year of high school Sandra realizes she is queer. Despite this, she does not come out publicly. Does Sandra’s experience and choice not to

338. DMP Bostock Brief, supra note 270, at 21; WoLF Harris Brief, supra note 298, at 26; see also, e.g., Dansky, supra note 301, at 20.

339. The term is meant as literal gestation. Such a policy may, for instance, prevent an employer from discriminating against a pregnant person for absences stemming from pregnancy-related morning sickness.

340. Even then, non-women with the capacity for pregnancy should benefit if they so desire.

341. For instance, preventing an employer from retaliating against an expectant parent who needs to care for a pregnant spouse or surrogate, or to attend prenatal medical appointments. See David Fontana & Naomi Schoenbaum, Unsexing Pregnancy, 119 Colum. L. Rev. 309, 327–30 (2019) (explaining the necessary non-biological care work related to pregnancy).

342. To be clear, the advancement resources do not seek only to remedy biological discrimination against women. Since many of the inequalities faced by women and girls are not based on tangible physical features, restricting the resources that way drastically weakens their remedial reach. See Katherine M. Franke, The Central Mistake of Sex Discrimination Law: The Disaggregation of Sex From Gender, 144 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1, 36 (1995); see also Robin Dembroff, Issa Kohler-Hausmann & Elise Sugarman, What Taylor Swift and Beyoncé Teach Us About Sex and Causes, 169 Penn. L. Rev. Online 1, 8–9 (2021); Catharine A. MacKinnon, Reflections on Sex Equality Under Law, 100 Yale L.J. 1281, 1309 (1991).
previously come out make her undeserving of a college scholarship designed for lesbian students?

The answer is “no.”343 Sandra is, after all, a lesbian. If we extend the hypothetical either backward or forward in time, the problems with denying Sandra the scholarship readily emerge. We cannot say that, because she is not openly lesbian, in the past Sandra has not experienced homophobia. To do so would be to erase any direct homophobia she has experienced, and any indirect homophobia she has experienced via the internalized emotional toll that often marks the closeted queer experience. We cannot say that, in the future, Sandra will not experience homophobia. Indeed, one day Sandra may very well face the homophobic discrimination that the scholarship is designed to remedy. Additionally, we cannot say that if she is successful in her educational pursuits, in the future, Sandra will not provide positive representation for the lesbian community—which the scholarship is designed to promote.

The logic carries over to the case of transgender women. Said plainly, transgender women do face misogyny. For trans women who pass, the misogyny is obvious: Because discriminators do not know they are trans, they are discriminated against as women.344 Those who do not pass face a specific variant of misogyny intersecting with transphobia, but it is misogyny nonetheless.345 One would not deny a scholarship preference or set-aside to a Black woman, a woman living with a disability, an old woman, or a woman in poverty, simply because the specific form of misogyny they face is intertwined with anti-Blackness, ableism, ageism, or classism, respectively. On that logic, because transgender women face misogyny, and because the purpose of these women’s scholarships, preferences, and set-asides is to combat misogyny, transgender women deserve access to them.

343. In such an example, the purpose of the scholarship would be to provide lesbian students with equal opportunities, support lesbian students’ career and educational pursuits, and promote lesbians’ progress and visibility in society, by rectifying the harms of lesbianophobic oppression. Sandra may not, however, be the appropriate candidate for a scholarship with a more specific goal, such as ones aimed at openly lesbian students.

344. Unquestionably, a passing trans woman who faces sexual harassment at work is facing those experiences as a woman. It is just as true that a passing trans woman who is denied a job because an employer believes that she is more likely than a male employee to get pregnant and leave the job faces discrimination as a woman.

3. Gender Fraud. — The final subargument of the bunch is that cisgender men will misuse transgender rights for nefarious reasons.\(^{346}\) Basically, once transgender women can access women’s scholarships, preferences, and set-asides, cis men will pretend to be trans as well. On that view, some have expressed “concern[\(^{347}\)]\] that men will say that they are women for the purpose of helping themselves to benefits . . . intended for actual women.”

Say this for the argument: “Identity fraud” abounds. Think of the phenomenon of reverse passing, by which white persons present themselves as nonwhite.\(^{348}\) In 2020 alone, it was revealed that multiple white academics and activists repositioned themselves as people of color, using their fabricated racial identities to gain access and bolster their credibility.\(^{349}\)

So, apprehensions about identity fraud are warranted. Be that as it may, advocating trans exclusion is not the correct response. Consider a related illustration. In the shadow of the #MeToo movement’s explosive revelations, many companies and employees have adopted policies or behaviors that, unwittingly, restrict women’s advancement in the workplace.\(^{350}\) Fearing false allegations or to preempt the appearance of wrongdoing, some have adopted the Billy Graham rule—a refusal to work, interact, or socialize individually with coworkers that are women—while other men express increased reluctance to mentor female juniors.\(^{351}\) The result is that women are deprived of opportunities, the ability to build important professional relationships, and the feeling of inclusion in the workplace. Such responses should be denounced. Obviously, they punish innocent women for men’s bad behavior. That cannot be right.

Along roughly similar lines, transgender women and girls should not have to face exclusion or additional scrutiny because of possible behavior that they did not contribute to. Put another way, it is wrong to scapegoat one group out of concern for the actual or potential actions of another. Just as it would be mistaken to impose unwarranted burdens on women for what some men did in the past, it is equally incorrect to blockade trans women for what some cis men might do in the future.

\(^{346}\) Cf. Naomi Schoenbaum, The New Law of Gender Nonconformity, 105 Minn. L. Rev. 831, 895 (2020) (“The boogeyman is the worry . . . that cisgender men will assume a false trans identity to invade women’s spaces.”).

\(^{347}\) WoLF & FPA Grimm Brief, supra note 298, at 16.


H. Liberation From Patriarchal Oppression: The “Destabilization” and “Stereotype Solidification” Arguments

During the lead up to Harris Funeral Homes, advocates increasingly introduced claims that trans-protective interpretations of Title VII would hamper the progress of cis women and girls. Writing that a decision in “Stephens’ favor” would be “the [worst-case scenario] from a feminist legal perspective,” Hungerford suggested doing so could position being trans “as the superior protected characteristic that can override the traditional meaning of sex in contexts that are harmful to women.” Those sentiments spilled over into the Harris Funeral Homes briefing, where the petitioner warned that a trans-protective holding would “undermine[] critical efforts to advance women’s employment and educational opportunities.”

Returning to the opposition to the U.S. Equality Act in the months following Harris Funeral Homes oral arguments, recall the vocal concerns that the law prioritized transfolk and simultaneously eliminated the rights of cis women and girls.

Connecting those moments is the belief that trans-protective policies undercut cis women’s advancement. Here, the arguments interpret anti-discrimination protections for transgender persons as both (1) threatening to abolish protections for women, and (2) “enshrining” negative sex-stereotypes into the law.

1. Category Destabilization. — By some accounts, trans-protective anti-discrimination policies erode the category, “woman.” As expressed in one brief, “When the law requires that any man who wishes (for whatever reason) to be treated as a woman is a woman, then ‘woman’ (and ‘female’) lose all meaning.” As the result, “women’s existence—shaped since time immemorial by their unique immutable biology—has been eliminated by Orwellian fiat.” Other commentators flesh out the consequences of the “linguistic defanging” of woman-protective legislation in greater detail: “If a woman is merely ‘anyone who identifies as a woman,’ the term ‘woman,’ and the legislation that describes and/or protects women specifically, is completely useless, legally and culturally.”

To ground the analysis, let us take the argument as phrased in WoLF’s Harris amicus brief:

---

354. See supra notes 111–114 and accompanying text.
355. WoLF Harris Brief, supra note 298, at 9.
356. WoLF & FPA Grimm Brief, supra note 298, at 18.
357. Id.
Legally redefining “female” as anyone who claims to be female results in the erasure of female people as a class. If, as a matter of law, anyone can be a woman, then no one is a woman, and sex-based protections in the law have no meaning whatsoever. The ruling below effectively repeals the sex-based protections in Title VII—a ruling that Congress surely did not intend.359

There is quite a lot happening here.360 Viewed in light of the facts in Harris, the logic runs like this:

1. Title VII covers discrimination “because of . . . sex.”
2. Ms. Stephens can recover under Title IX if, in discriminating against her as a transgender woman, the employers discriminated “because of . . . sex.”
3. For the employers to have discriminated against Ms. Stephens “because of . . . sex,” Ms. Stephens must be considered a woman.

It’s all downhill from there. Once (3) is true, according to WoLF, the following results are inevitable:

4. The group “woman” is obliterated. If trans women are considered part of the class, then the class itself ceases to exist.
5. If, in this specific instance, call it time T1, Ms. Stephens recovers under Title VII, then, at some point in the future, say time T2, courts will interpret all other woman-protective statutes designed to eliminate sex discrimination as applying to transgender persons.
6. Statutes established to improve the wellbeing of women will no longer be useful to women who are cis.

Which all leads to the conclusion:

7. Ergo, if, in this specific case, T1, Ms. Stephens recovers under Title VII, then: Not only do women cease to exist as a class, but in the future, T2, all woman-protective statutes will be extended to transgender persons and, as a result, every woman-protective statute will be useless to combat discrimination against cis women.

Seen schematically, the bald spots in the logic reveal themselves. Only steps (1) and (2) are actually true.

359. WoLF Harris Brief, supra note 298, at 1–2 (citations omitted).
Take (3), the premise that, for Ms. Stephens to have been discriminated against “because of . . . [her] sex,” she must be considered a woman. As commentators from either side of the aisle have shown, that is not a given. It is, in fact, possible to come to that conclusion without considering her a woman. Implicitly as well, (3) inaccurately suggests that Title VII only covers discrimination against “women.”

Oncale v. Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc. and the portions of Bostock v. Clayton County covering the other plaintiffs, who were not trans women, disprove that.

Take (4), the premise that, if Ms. Stephens is considered a woman, women as a class are harmed. If the reasoning sounds familiar, that’s because it is. Notice how the argument that progressive inclusion contributes to definitional instability and thereafter decline mirrors tactics used in debates over marriage equality.

Lest we forget, recognizing same-sex relationships as equivalents to heterosexual marriages—as opposed to relegating them to nomenclatural inferiors like “civil unions” or “domestic partnerships”—“fundamentally changed the meaning of,” “cheapened,” or “threatened” the institution of (opposite-sex) marriage. For defenders of the so-called conventional view of marriage, a definition of marriage that included same-sex couples—in their words, a “revisionist” account—rendered the institution “meaningless.”


364. 140 S. Ct. 1731.


Significantly, the two main ideas underlying the arguments against same-sex marriage mirror the ones in the present case. One is based on biology—that marriage was defined as being ordered by biology or, put in blunter terms, biological function (i.e., procreation and child-rearing). The other idea is an appeal to history—that, traditionally, the term marriage applied to unions between a man and a woman.

Reasons for rejecting those arguments shed much-needed light. The logic of (4) wrongly assumes that new interpretations subsume and override old ones, rather than existing simultaneously with the old definition. History attests to the latter. Society has developed increasingly nuanced language, without erasing what has come before. Contrary to marriage traditionalists’ predictions, marriage (understood as a union between one man and one woman) has yet to disappear; we have little reason to think women will either.

Take (5), a slippery slope in itself. (5) slopes fallaciously from T1, a Harris Funeral Homes holding that a single statute prohibiting discrimination “because of . . . sex” covers discrimination against a transgender woman, to T2, a point in the future where all woman-protective statutes will apply to trans women.

What warrants this prognosis? It’s hard to say. Purely as a matter of statutory interpretation, at best, premise (5) is speculative, and at worst, it is counterfactual. While it is true that Title VII jurisprudence is used to interpret some statutes covering “sex” discrimination, countless exceptions exist. In some instances, additional statutory text would expressly

368. For an argument against marriage equality that tracks the CWP argument against trans equality almost perfectly, see Monte Neil Stewart, Jacob D. Briggs & Julie Slater, Marriage. Fundamental Premises, and the California, Connecticut, and Iowa Supreme Courts, 2012 BYU L. Rev. 193, 206 n.68.


370. Additionally, traditional interpretations tend to predominate. Even after same-sex marriage was legalized, many gay men can attest that when referring to their “spouse,” strangers assume they are married to a woman.

371. See Hungerford, Bad Things, supra note 360 (commenting that the “slippery slope argument” between Bostock and all other statutes covering sex discrimination “forms the primary basis of WoLF’s brief, yet fails to articulate legal causation between Title VII and any/all other federal laws or protections”).


373. Bostock, itself, acknowledged that statutes are interpreted “in accord with the ordinary public meaning of [their] terms at the time of . . . enactment.” Bostock v. Clayton County, 140 S. Ct. 1731, 1738 (2020). Whether Bostock’s interpretation can apply is therefore a fact-specific inquiry. See Exec. Order No. 13,988, 86 Fed. Reg. 7023, 7023 (Jan. 20, 2021) (acknowledging Bostock only extends “so long as the laws do not contain sufficient indica-
instruct against extending coverage to transgender persons. Moreover, the ruling interpreted “sex,” not the terms “women” or “females.” Based only on the Harris Funeral Homes holding, it cannot be said that laws employing the latter language will apply to trans women. All told, nothing necessitates the decision to carry over to all woman-protective statutes.

In fact, sharply reversing course since the opinion was released, WoLF has admitted as much.

Take (6), the premise that, once statutes established to combat or eliminate sex discrimination or improve the wellbeing of women apply to trans women, they will no longer be useful to cis women. The step attempts to claim too much. Even assuming, for argument’s sake, that every statute covering “sex” discrimination will be extended to trans persons, it does not follow that statutory coverage of the discrimination faced by cisgender women is diminished, much less extinguished.

Here’s why. Imagine a statute that aims to protect a class of “older persons” from discrimination, recognizing that “older persons” have been subjected to mistreatment based on stereotypes about their abilities and have been disproportionate targets of violence based on the same. Call this the Older Persons Act (OPA). Imagine, further, that “older persons” is not defined in the text, but in applying it, the Supreme Court has interpreted “older persons”—and thus the coverage of OPA—as those over the age of eighty. Now, suppose in a case examining discrimination against persons aged sixty-five and up, the Court finds they, too, qualify as “older persons.” So the Court holds that the OPA does provide protection to everyone above the age of sixty-five. In reconsidering the definition of “older persons,” has the protection offered by OPA to persons over eighty been reduced or eliminated? It hasn’t. The only change is that the scope of the protected class is understood more broadly. The effect of the statute remains the same. Understood thusly, the underlying proposition of (6) is illogical.

Putting these points together, it is impossible to reach conclusion (7), since the argument cannot take any of the steps necessary to get there.


376. Id. at 1753 (noting the holding is limited to Title VII).


378. Assume that the legislative history of the OPA is such that, unequivocally, no one in Congress would have applied “older person” to persons under eighty.
2. Stereotype Solidification. — The last set of CWP arguments contends that transgender persons merely adopt different sex-stereotypes without challenging or dismantling them. On those accounts, the only “basis on which people might perceive themselves as the opposite sex . . . invariably involves malignant sex-stereotypes.” Illustratively, WoLF’s Harris brief reasoned that Ms. Stephens “wanted to wear a skirt while at work, and [her] ‘gender identity’ argument is an ideology that dictates that people who wear skirts must be women, precisely the type of sex-stereotyping forbidden by Price Waterhouse.” Following the thinking that trans women reinforce “essential ideas of womanhood by aiming to occupy it,” legal protections for trans women are thought to ultimately preserve the very sex-stereotypes that harm cis women.

The defects of this line of thinking are fivefold. It can be rejected on experiential, theoretical, doctrinal, consequential, and moral grounds.

The experiential flaw is that the argument mischaracterizes the relationship between identity and stereotypes. Trans women are not women because they conform to sex-stereotypes about women; they are women who—like cis women—may choose to express their womanhood in some ways we might consider stereotypical. Even so, there’s no reason to assume that all transgender women do. Many transfolk defy sex-stereotypes. Butch trans women exist, as do femme trans men. To the extent
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384. See Julia Serano, Excluded: Making Feminist and Queer Movements More Inclusive 66 (2013) (“Anyone who knows multiple actual trans women knows that this monolithic image of trans women as ‘hyperfeminine’ is nothing more than a ruse . . . .”).
that heterosexuality is a sex-stereotype, the existence of trans lesbians and gay men undercuts that as well. More fundamentally still, by their very existence, trans persons challenge the ultimate sex-stereotype: biology as destiny.

One might analogize trans persons to adoptive parents. When someone adopts a child, even though they are not biologically a parent, they are still a parent. One might hold some negative stereotypes about parents in general—say, that they are controlling, domineering, or overprotective. One might also hold some misguided beliefs about parents that are not overtly negative but are nonetheless harmful—say, that “real parents” are biologically related to their children. No reasonable person would assume all adoptive parents solidify the first set of negative stereotypes. Conceivably, they may not align with these notions, and that they may even behave in ways that diminish them. The same logic follows for transgender women.

The theoretical flaw lies in the description of how protecting transgender women supposedly “enshrines” sex-stereotypes into the law. Normally, the phrase “enshrines into law” signifies that laws or state action rely on, reflect, or are motivated by reasoning rooted in stereotypical thinking. In doing so, the laws or state actions effectively preserve the stereotypes on which they are based. An illustration from Orr v. Orr will help clarify:

(a) **Stereotype**: Men’s natural role is to provide for women.

(b) **Reasoning**: Based on (a), women should not be required to provide for men, but men should provide for women.

(c) **Law/Action**: Statute requires divorced husbands, but not wives, to pay alimony.

(d) **Result**: (c) enshrines (a).

Conversely, the relationship between trans women, stereotypes, and laws and state actions related to transgender persons is far more complex.

---


Once again, an illustration will be useful. Consider antidiscrimination protections for trans persons, and the sex-stereotype WoLF accuses Ms. Stephens of solidifying:

(a*) **Stereotype:** Women wear skirts.

(b*) **Identity:** “[P]eople who wear skirts must be women”; trans women are women, because they wear skirts.

(c*) **Reasoning:** Transgender persons face wrongful discrimination in employment, which they should be protected from.

(d*) **Law/Action:** Law protecting transgender persons against employment discrimination.

(e*) **Result:** (d*) enshrines (a*).

The steps by which laws in the final illustration enshrine sex-stereotypes are, at best, puzzling. It has been established that people are not transgender just because they conform to sex-stereotypes, so (b*) cannot be true. Moving on, it is hard to see how by protecting trans people, the law is preserving any sex-stereotypes at all. Law (d*) is based on facts that transgender persons face discrimination in employment, (c*). Simply, there is no proof that the reasoning is rooted in, reflects, or preserves the stereotype, (a*).

By way of comparison, imagine a religious convert to Rastafarianism. Say one holds some stereotypes about Rastafarians, namely that they have loc’d hair. It would be ludicrous to accuse the hypothetical convert of solidifying that stereotype, because they decide to grow locs following their conversion. It would be just as preposterous to claim a law protecting a newly converted Rastafarian’s right to wear locs at work enshrines that stereotype. Instead, one would rightly understand the law as protecting the employee from religious (and possibly, hair) discrimination. Returning to the case of transfolk, how then can the assertion that trans rights will enshrine stereotypes be true? It isn’t.

The doctrinal flaw of the argument is that it misunderstands the rationale of the anti-stereotyping principle. Stereotypes are not per se harmful, nor is anyone’s conforming with them. Rather, the problem is stereotypes’ regulative social function. In other words, the harm occurs when persons make decisions or enact laws based on stereotypes, and depends

391. WoLF Harris Brief, supra note 298, at 5.
392. See supra note 379 and accompanying text.
on how those decisions or laws can limit stereotyped individuals’ personal freedom.393

Set against that background, the argument quite clearly misfires. Think of the facts in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins.394 Envision that in addition to Ann Hopkins, there were other female accountants who conformed to the stereotypes about women that the Price Waterhouse managers held, and that Hopkins did not conform with. In such a scenario, how culpable are those other accountants for confirming or solidifying the managers’ views about women? It shouldn’t matter. Criticizing them misses the point; the managers’ expectation that all women conform to sex-stereotypes and how those expectations affected Hopkins was the problem. Similarly, whether transgender women and girls conform to sex-stereotypes is not the wrong at issue.

The consequential flaw of the “stereotype enshrinement” argument is what it means for cis women. Following the argument’s logic, if trans women’s feminine behavior reinforces sex-stereotypes, then what of cis women’s?395 Most would agree that it would be wrong to police a cis woman for actions that might align with stereotypical femininity. Doing so would ignore the autonomy, fulfilment, and even empowerment that she may experience. In fact, demanding that she not do so would limit her freedom in the very way wrongful stereotyping does. Neither demanding she align with nor demanding she combat the stereotypes carries us any closer to promoting her autonomy, fulfilment, or empowerment.

Finally, the moral flaw is that this line asks people to make judgments about other persons’ behavior that they aren’t equipped to make. We do not typically judge persons for their conformity with stereotypes, nor do we impose any onus on them to personally fight stereotypes they are subjected to.396 It is unfairly presumptuous to ask any one person to do so; it

393. See Anita Bernstein, What’s Wrong With Stereotyping?, 55 Ariz. L. Rev. 655, 659 (2013) (“[S]tereotyping is wrong to the extent that it functions to deprive individuals of their freedom without good cause.”); Deborah Hellman, Two Concepts of Discrimination, 102 Va. L. Rev. 895, 920 (2016) (“Where laws use gender stereotypes that confine individuals to particular gender roles, the Court rejects them.”).

394. 490 U.S. 228 (1989).

395. Lori Watson, The Woman Question, 3 Transgender Stud. Q. 246, 249 (2016) (“Why should trans women, as individuals, bear a special burden in getting us closer to [the abolition of sex roles]? Most women (including radical feminist women) live a gender that is socially recognized as in the category of ‘woman’; that is, they conform to certain gender stereotypes of femininity.”).

396. It would be wrong to tell a Black woman not to become angry in public lest she conform with the “Angry Black Woman” stereotype. See Trina Jones & Kimberly Jade Norwood, Aggressive Encounters & White Fragility: Deconstructing the Trope of the Angry Black Woman, 102 Iowa L. Rev. 2017, 2044 (2017) (documenting the stereotype). It would be equally wrong to praise her for not conforming to the stereotype.
should not be any individual’s responsibility to subvert or dismantle stereotypes that they did not have a hand in creating.397

*    *    *

Up to this point, this Essay has focused solely on the substance of CWP arguments. Viewed from that angle, most of the arguments appear to fall woefully short. Several fail outright, such as ones dealing in concerns for safety, privacy, disruption, silencing, and distorted statistics. The biological advantage argument stops short of justifying categorical exclusion. Those rooted in trauma make an incredibly important point; but scrutiny reveals critical inconsistencies or just a plain lack of concern for equally significant sources of trauma. There are important moral and consequential reasons to resist the gender fraud argument’s attempts to persuade us to pin cis men’s potential misbehavior on trans women. Numerous gaps in the category destabilization and the stereotype solidification arguments make them difficult to credit. Of the lot, only the dilution and unwarranted access arguments make their case and even then, with several caveats.

IV. INSTRUMENTALIZATION ISSUES

This Part moves beyond the confines of the logic of the arguments themselves. It provides final reasons for doubt, by examining the methods necessary to put CWP arguments into practice and probing the many problems with how they are operationalized.

397. Two vignettes to bring this insight home. First, take a person of color who engages in race-play—roughly, a sexual practice centering the races of various parties, racial dynamics, and role-playing parts such as “master” and “slave.” See Donovan Trott, Race Play 101: My Introduction to the World of Racist Sex Play, HuffPost (July 5, 2017), https://www.huffpost.com/entry/raceplay-101-my-introduction-into-the-world-of-racist_b_595b8fb7e4b0326c0a8d130a [https://perma.cc/K5CT-975V] (describing this practice). Some may have reasons to find this troubling. Arguably, the role-play reanimates racial stereotypes. But on reflection, what right do others—as third parties who are not their sexual partners—have to tell that person that they should deny themselves whatever pleasure they receive from race-play, for the greater goal of combatting racial stereotypes? Second, take a gay man in a relationship, with romantic roles that are heteronormative—where one partner happily accepts the gender role of “the man” and the other “the woman.” Jeanne Marecek, Stephen E. Finn & Mona Cardell, Gender Roles in the Relationships of Lesbians and Gay Men, 8 J. Homosexuality, no. 2, 1982, at 45, 45 (describing such relationships). Again, this may initially give one pause; the dynamic furthers stereotypes about the proper role for “the man” and “the woman” in a relationship. Even so, what authority do others—as third parties, who are not within that relationship—have to tell persons not to structure their intimate lives in the way that makes them feel most comfortable?

Both illustrations point toward the same truth. The public has no right to tell the targets of stereotypes how to structure their relationships to the stereotypes imposed upon them. Respecting individual autonomy means allowing persons to choose their own methods of survival while living under the heel of stereotypes—whether by embracing, appropriating, satirizing, repudiating, or remaining agnostic toward them.
A. Sex Policing

The central difficulty with seeking to exclude trans persons from women’s intimate facilities based on privacy or safety arguments, or from women’s shelters based on trauma arguments, is operationalizing such exclusion. Short of genital inspection or genetic testing, no one can tell a user’s sex assigned at birth. Impracticalities have not stopped persons from trying, however. In the absence of any realistic method to determine sex assigned at birth, the result of CWP arguments about intimate facilities has been an increase in gender policing that focuses on users’ appearances.398 The underlying assumption, unmistakably, is that persons can tell who is or is not trans, based on their gender conformity. In other words, implementing the exclusion that CWP arguments advance requires relying on stereotypes about what “real women” look, dress, and behave like.399 Quite literally, this is the injury with which the stereotype solidification argument claims to be concerned. 400

Many cis women get caught in this dragnet.400 Trans-exclusionary policies have particularly impacted those deemed insufficiently feminine.401 Such cis women have been questioned, verbally assaulted, followed, and even forcibly removed from facilities, for simply failing to meet what others view as the appropriate standard of femaleness.

Here are a few examples. Aimee Toms was verbally harassed when a stranger wrongly assumed she was not cisgender because of her short haircut.\textsuperscript{402} Cortney Bogorad was physically removed from a restaurant bathroom and assaulted, despite her offers to show identification.\textsuperscript{403} Occasionally, cis men have even confronted cis women. Jessica Rush was followed and confronted by a man when she entered a women’s restroom because she “dress[ed] like a man.”\textsuperscript{404}

In light of these examples, it is easy to see how gender policing in intimate facilities injures cisgender women. It may cause psychological harms related to public scrutiny, or the humiliation of being publicly questioned.\textsuperscript{405} Anticipating harassment also acts as a source of anxiety.\textsuperscript{406} Physical harm may result as well.\textsuperscript{407} Gender policing can additionally limit cis women’s freedom through behavioral modification. Some report avoiding public restrooms, or only using them with the company of a friend who can testify to their gender, should it be challenged.\textsuperscript{408} Also, there are dignitary injuries; one woman who experienced being questioned, scrutinized, and denied access to women’s restrooms remarked: “[E]motionally[,] it is very damaging when someone states that you are not ‘woman enough’ to use a deemed ‘female’ area . . . .”\textsuperscript{409}

In other contexts, different injuries arise. Consider the gender policing advocated to operationalize the \textit{trauma} argument. Promoting a rule to exclude transgender women from women’s shelters, the Trump-era HUD instructed facilities to assess the physical characteristics of those seeking

\textsuperscript{402} Brittney McNamara, This Woman Was Allegedly Harassed in a Restroom Because Someone Thought She Was Transgender, Teen Vogue (May 17, 2016), https://www.teen-vogue.com/story/woman-mistaken-transgender-bathroom-attack (on file with the Columbia Law Review).
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\textsuperscript{409} Heather Panter, Transgender Cops: The Intersection of Gender and Sexuality Expectations in Police Cultures 62 (2018).
Judging from the above examples, with that approach there are very real possibilities that vulnerable cis women will be unfairly denied entry to protective housing. Undoubtedly, to be denied refuge when one needs it the most, simply on the basis of appearance, would be incredibly traumatizing. Somewhat ironically, the policies that are meant to protect vulnerable cis women from trauma stand to do the very opposite.

B. Sex Verification

Operationalizing the biological advantages arguments presents comparable troubles. Implementing trans-exclusionary sports policies requires sorting athletes’ bodies which, as seen before, is not an easy task. As one means of excluding trans athletes, some policies have deputized third-party citizens to challenge the sex of an athlete they suspect is transgender. Few of these policies impose any limitations, meaning any third party can challenge any athlete for any reason. The endless possibilities for abuse are entirely foreseeable. Worse, Idaho’s law immunizes challengers, “regardless of whether the report was made in good faith or simply to harass a competitor”—only increasing the likelihood that reporting will be abused. Since, even by itself, having one’s sex disputed is psychologically wounding, here again, the methods necessary to make trans exclusion work harm cis girls.

The policies compel athletes, if challenged, to verify their sex assigned at birth. This process threatens harm to cisgender girl’s bodily integrity. A striking number of laws require verification through medical examination of “internal and external reproductive anatomy.” In more explicit terms, verification tests include not only a blood test and chromosomal analysis, but also invasive “measuring and palpating the clitoris, vagina[.]”

---

416. Sharrow, supra note 137, at 16 & n.52.
and labia, as well as evaluating breast size and pubic hair \[^{417}\] as well as the use of “transvaginal pelvic ultrasound[s] (insertion and manipulation of a probe with a camera several inches into the vagina)” to examine internal reproductive organs.\[^{418}\]

It is not hard to grasp the harm of forcing a cisgender girl who has had her sex challenged—possibly for frivolous or malicious reasons—to undergo “invasive . . . testing.”\[^{419}\] Worse, there is the possibility of inappropriate behavior by medical professionals—which the enacted laws have curiously failed to account for or guard against.\[^{420}\] Worst of all, since the majority of the trans-exclusionary policies cover girls’ sports at every grade level, there is the truly haunting prospect that a cisgender kindergartner may be forced to undergo a pelvic examination, just to play the sport she wishes to. *That* is the very antithesis of “protection.”

*    *    *

If the analyses over the course of the previous Part are sound, then there are ample reasons to worry about the methods promoted by CWP arguments. On review, sex policing is detrimental to cis women’s emotional wellbeing, psychological safety, and autonomy. For its part, sex verification exposes cis girls to unwarranted scrutiny, malicious challenges, invasive testing, and potential misconduct. In either case, operationalizing CWP arguments harms the very persons they supposedly protect.

CONCLUSION

Throughout the course of this Essay, the main objective has been to question the alleged impasse between the rights of trans persons and cis women and girls, as expressed in the line of CWP arguments. By now, two takeaways stand out.

The first is the troubling way justifications for discrimination repeat over time, even as the targeted groups change—a dynamic I have labelled *intergroup spillover*. Seen from afar, CWP arguments reanimate woman-protective rationales that lend legitimacy to the exclusion, economic decima-


tion, and execution of racial and ethnic minorities. What’s more, they revise and incorporate facets of reasoning used to oppose civil rights progress, beyond the realm of woman-protectionist logic. Misguided beliefs that inclusion causes disruption, formerly used to support segregation, find new homes in arguments for excluding trans women from women’s spaces. Warnings against extending antidiscrimination protections to transfolk breathe new life into the historical and biological argument made against same-sex marriage. Similarly, in the current rendition, the fictional figure ominously lurking in showers, who we were once told was a gay man, has been recast as a trans woman—or, at the very least, a cis man pretending to be one.421

The second takeaway is that the belief that CWP arguments actually protect cis women is dubious. On their own terms, the logic of CWP arguments leaves much to be desired. Scrutinizing their substance revealed that most of the arguments miss their mark entirely, and the few that make their case do so tenuously. As applied, the methods promoted are actually detrimental to cis women’s physical and psychological safety and privacy. Those outcomes become starker by recalling how CWP arguments repeat the problems of their priors: reviving oppressive stereotypes, legitimizing male violence, and underscoring traditional notions of men’s roles as defenders. Taken with the rest, those shortcomings provide the final nail in the coffin: Arguably, CWP arguments stand to cost cis women and girls more than they potentially provide.

If that is true, we are left to question what purposes CWP arguments do serve. To close the Essay, I will spell out my suspicions. Return to the history outlined in the Essay’s first Part. Across the contexts, whether in intention or effect, tacitly or explicitly, circuitously or directly, woman-protective reasoning and the policies it generated all too commonly served men’s interests rather than women’s. I suspect, based on an interrogation of CWP arguments’ practical, structural, and expressive consequences, that the historical trend continues. Let us walk through the evidence, moving from concrete and immediate examples to the more abstract:

In the public conversation involving CWP rhetoric, who are the loudest voices? And what, if any, are their reasons for engaging in CWP talking points? The answer to the first question is religious conservatives and Republican politicians and super PACs.

As for motives, at the 2017 Values Voter Summit, an annual conference for Christian conservative activist groups and politicians, speakers laid out an aggressive strategy to counteract recent LGBT gains, by “separat[ing] the T from the alphabet soup.”422 Primarily, the playbook involved

421. Spindelman, supra note 2, at 164–65 (making the connection).
three tactics: (1) framing trans rights as coming “at the expense of” cis women and girls; (2) using secular-sounding arguments rather than religious ones; and (3) collaborating with anti-trans feminists. Attendees quickly set the plan in motion. They reoriented their advocacy toward CWP-related cases, alongside platforming, partnering with, and funding WoLF’s work.

Despite having a woman-protective face—both rhetorically and through the associations they foster—these developments do not primarily benefit cis women or girls. Seen as part of the “divide and conquer” strategy, at one level, the groups’ use of CWP arguments is intended to function as a newfound Trojan horse through which to continue advancing preexisting attacks on the LGBT community as a whole. That long game, at the very least, places cis lesbians’ rights at risk.

Recognize, also, that no form of oppression stands alone. WoLF’s partners are not single-issue groups; for decades they have been major leaders in the fight against reproductive rights. To give just one example, as part of a strategic plan to overturn Roe, ADF crafted and later defended the fifteen-week abortion ban upheld in Dobbs v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization. Focusing solely on how their use of CWP arguments immediately threatens transgender persons, therefore, will not do. Indeed, “one train may hide another.” As it turns out, ADF reuses the very same strategies, arguments, and likely the funds raised in their CWP-related work in other projects. There is reason to believe that the groups’

---
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use of CWP arguments ultimately supports the rolling back of reproductive rights, again harming cis women and girls.

Should the prior connection between CWP arguments and the rolling back of cis women and girls’ reproductive rights fail to convince, here is another. Take the example of the 2022 midterm elections. Statements across numerous internal documents reveal a coordinated plan among Republicans to divert voters’ attention from Dobbs through trans-antagonistic messaging. Thus illuminated, Republicans’ invariable focus on the ostensible “transgender threat” was partly a sleight of hand meant to obscure the very real threat of the party’s own anti-abortion stances. Even if we set aside the paradox of right-wing politicians spending millions on ads sounding in CWP rhetoric though hesitating to direct the equivalent to cis women and girls outright, indirectly, the rhetoric benefits efforts to limit cis women and girls’ bodily autonomy through obfuscation.

430. 142 S. Ct. 2228 (2022).


Whose interests are protected by arguments for exclusion of trans women and trans girls from public restrooms, locker rooms, and showers? Take rationalizing broad bathroom exclusions with fears that cis men will pretend to be trans. Who does this serve? Scapegoating innocent trans women for cis men’s past or hypothetical bad behavior falls precisely within patriarchy’s modus operandi: forcing women to shoulder the burden for actions that are not their own, and that they should not have to bear.

Whose interests are protected when the exclusion of trans women and trans girls is carried out? Policing women’s spaces to exclude trans women based on visual appraisals inevitably relies on ideas about what “real women” look like. This does patriarchal oppression’s work for it. For one thing, it continues the disproportionate dissecting of women’s appearances. For another, it threatens cis women deemed “insufficiently feminine”—overwhelmingly sexual and racial minorities—with assault and harassment, forcing them in line in order to avoid unwarranted harm. All the while, cis male bodies remain unfettered.

Whose interests are protected by the idea that sex verification is necessary to “save” girls’ sports and by being told that cis girls are “inherently” athletically inferior? Starting with sex verification, the express effect is to add another barrier to cis girls’ participation in sports—being subjected to invasive medical testing and examination of their reproductive organs. Not surprisingly, the result will be to disincentivize cis girls’ participation. Conversely, cis boys face no such hurdle. Against the backdrop of a society that already positions sports as “male” and strongly encourages boys to pursue them, the practical effects of additional obstacles are to reserve the benefits of participation in sports to cis boys.

Now, turn to stereotypes about cis girls’ athletic inferiority. As they do in other male-dominated fields, negative stereotypes about women rationalize women’s exclusion and naturalize male control. Tropes about women’s athletic inferiority underlying sex segregation in sport both normalize male physical dominance and support the social hierarchy that treats men’s sports as more legitimate and worthy of support, visibility, and resources.

Closely linked, we might ask whose interests have been served by the consequences of exclusionary sports policies themselves? Some policies will remove cis girls’ ability to participate in their desired sport completely. Michigan High School Athletic Association’s policy allows cis girls to participate in football, wrestling, golf, tennis, and swimming.434 If pending Michigan Senate Bill 218 passes, those days are gone. In other instances, cis girls will...
have their wins challenged—their efforts undercut—not by trans rivals, but by false accusations from third parties. In Utah, the High School Activities Association legislative representative detailed one such investigation, after a cis athlete won first place “by a wide margin.” He also admitted to frequent complaints “when an athlete doesn’t look feminine enough.”

Effectively, the exclusionary tactics send a message to cis girls about how well they should perform or that they must balance athleticism alongside “appropriately” feminine presentation.

What is protected by the notion that cis women and girls must be safeguarded from trans women? The answer is likely cis men’s psychological investments in their roles as women’s defenders. Realistically, CWP arguments mobilize and encourage patriarchal protective paternalism. The reason why is simple. If cis women’s safety, privacy, or advancement is in need of protection, someone must do the protecting. Social science confirms the inkling. In a 2016 review of user comments on almost 200 articles on trans bathroom use, 72% of all negative comments were authored by men, and the study found that “cisgender males are more likely to be concerned with safety . . . surrounding transgender females in female bathrooms than cisgender females.” The likely cause: according to the researchers, cis men’s view of their role as “protector[s].”

This is not desirable. The price of masculinist protection is, and has always been, the control and subordination of the “protected.” Thus, the flip side to Justice Joseph P. Bradley’s statement that “[m]an is, or should be, woman’s protector and defender,” is captured in the sentence that immediately follows: “The natural and proper timidity and delicacy which belongs to the female sex evidently unfits it for many of the occupations of civil life.”

Whose interests are protected by enacting sharp boundaries around who is, and who is not, considered a “real” woman or girl? Historical examples lead one to think that the answer is men’s. For centuries, American constructions of womanhood were restricted to women who were white. During chattel slavery, de-emphasizing and denying Black women’s femininity
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played a necessary role in the exploitation of enslaved labor. Since Victorian attitudes surrounding womanhood would have prevented the subjugation and abuse of enslaved women, Black women were recast as unfeminine or unsexed.\(^{442}\) Motherhood, for example—traditionally considered the apex of womanhood—was rebranded and redefined as “breeding for profit” in the context of Black women.\(^{443}\) Only then were enslavers able to rationalize inhumane practices that would be unimaginable had the mothers been white.\(^{444}\) From that view, the restrictive definitions of womanhood protected white men’s property interests in Black enslavement generally, and enslaved Black women’s reproductive capacities in particular. For other non-white women, defining them as outside of womanhood allowed white men unfettered sexual entitlement. Native women, for instance, were excluded from womanhood by being branded “savage[s],”\(^{445}\) papering over manifest sexual violence against them, both as just another acceptable facet of Western expansion and colonial conquest,\(^{446}\) and for decades thereafter.\(^{447}\)

Newer examples find the same result. Decades ago, similar restrictive borders supported lesbians’ exclusion from the burgeoning women’s rights movement.\(^{448}\) The beliefs were largely organized around the idea that womanhood was defined by both desiring sexual intimacy with, and

---
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being sexually available to men. 449 Lesbians checked neither box. The result was the “double accusation” that lesbians weren’t “real women,” or alternatively, that they sought to be men themselves. 450 So potent were the associations of lesbianism with the antithesis of womanhood that the label could be easily weaponized by men; branding a woman a lesbian—particularly one thought to dare leave her “proper place”—worked to place her back in line. 451

It was in that context that a wave of moral panic swept through the leading women’s liberation group, National Organization of Women (NOW), starting in the late 1960s. 452 Driven by fears that the movement would be delegitimized through an association with lesbianism, and that their members’ own womanhood would be extinguished by accusations of being lesbians, for years NOW undertook a large-scale lesbophobic campaign. In addition to the group’s president, Betty Friedan, referring to lesbians as a “lavender menace,” 453 NOW retracted its policy of issuing couples memberships once lesbian couples began applying. 454 refused to list the oldest lesbian rights organization in the United States as a sponsor for the First Congress to Unite Women in 1969, 455 ousted openly lesbian officials, and purged lesbian members. 456 When lesbian activist Rita Mae Brown spoke in favor of lesbian inclusion at a NOW meeting, the resounding response was “lesbians want to be men and . . . N.O.W. only wants ‘real’ women.” 457 Lesbians’ exclusion based on restrictive definitions of womanhood therefore also benefitted men by sowing seeds of division and threatening to destabilize the nascent feminist movement.

Whose interests are protected by defining trans women—or, for that matter, any women—strictly by their “biology”? The answer cannot be cis women or girls since, as Professor Catharine MacKinnon rightly reminds us, “Male
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dominant society has defined women as a discrete biological group forever. If this was going to produce liberation, we’d be free.”458 Traditionally, the oppression of women has long been justified by arguments rooted in biology.459 Conversely, biological determinism served men’s interests since it associated facets of male biology with superiority. We have little reason to think those cultural associations have dissolved. Accepting that biology is dispositive to womanhood, then, only works to continue cis women’s subordination in the long run.460

Whose interests are protected when trans women are reduced to their genital characteristics—in other words, when persons are related to, and classified by, solely their physical components? Reduction to body has long formed part of the oppression cis women and girls face;461 the sexual objectification of women—that is, evaluating them based on their bodies and body parts, rather than as full moral equals—has been integral to male domination.462 To continue to promote or engage in such practices, whether the target group has changed, can only serve to sanction the very same logic used to harm cis women. Returning to the question, it is clear that the reduction of trans women to their genital characteristics serves patriarchal interests in defining persons by their bodies or parts thereof.

All of this brings me to what I see as the heart of the matter: Whose interests are served when women and girls are pitted against each other—the central logic of CWP thinking and arguments—including those who are cis versus those who are trans? The answer, it seems to me, is obvious.


459. Ann E. Freedman, Sex Equality, Sex Differences, and the Supreme Court, 92 Yale L.J. 913, 915 (1983) (“The subordination of women has traditionally been justified by arguments drawn from biology or nature.”).

